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Abstract !
The aim of this project was to investigate if theoretical and empirical discourses on gender were being reproduced by 
pedagogues in a normative Danish kindergarten. This was done by firstly accounting for the two major discourses on 
gender, biological essentialism and social constructivism. Biological essentialism acknowledges the idea that gender is 
biologically constituted and fixed in the body and that there are a clear differences between girls and boys. Social 
constructivist theory do not see gender as solely biological but as a creation through language and social interactions 
and it is therefore changeable. Both of these discourses have lead to their own practical approach in a kindergarten. For 
the biological essentialism this is division of gender in Triton, Horsens and for the social constructivist the gender-
neutral pedagogy employed in Egalia, Stockholm. By the use of Michel Foucault and discourse theory this project 
analysed the normative kindergarten Kernehuset and through an interview and a subsequent analysis, this project 
concluded that while gender was not an active part of the overall discourse in the kindergarten, the biologically 
essentialist discourse was reproduced as its truths were inscribed in the pedagogues perception of normative behaviour 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction !
1.1 Problem Area 
In the recent six months there has been a couple of cases which have raised the question of the 
relationship between gender and children. When the christmas catalogues for the two franchises of 
toy stores, Fætter BR and Toys’r’Us, were released in november it caused a stir as they portrayed 
e.g. boys playing with dolls and girls playing with cars. The Director of Marketing for TopToy, 
which owns the two franchises, Thomas Meng argued that the aim of the christmas catalogue was 
that it should be gender-neutral, as it should mirror a society where girls play with boys’ toys and 
boys play with girls’ toys:	

	
 Translation: “Children are not coded to think that lightblue is for boys and pink is for 
 girls. And we do not wish to code them in any specific direction. They have to choose 
 for themselves”. (Kloster, 2013) 
Meng argues that the reason for this approach is that they are inspired by the gender debate in 
Sweden, where the company has been asked to make a gender-neutral catalogue as well. 
Furthermore it is also to reflect how, to them, that children play in kindergarten. The opposition 
against the gender-neutral catalogue has been expressed by equalityspokesman for Dansk Folkeparti 
Pia Adelsteen:	

	
 Translation: “Every child, from when they are born, has a gender, and it is a form of 
 misunderstood political correctness to depict boys in girlsroles or the other way 
 round. [...] Because children rarely play that way. But in Denmark as in Sweden, the 
 minorities are accommodated at the expense of the majority. “ (Adelsteen in Kloster, 
 2013) 
Adelsteen expresses that the preferences of a boy or a girl are determined by their biological gender. 
Meng instead sees the gender-neutral catalogue as catering to the different types of boys and girls 
that can exist (Kloster, 2013). The discussion between these two forms of argumentation is also 
seen in the context of kindergartens in the DR2 program DR2 Uden Køn which aired in august 
2013. The program revolved around Lovise Haj Bryde, a sociologist from the University of Lund, 
specializing in gender-research and queertheory, instructing a kindergarten in Ringsted to employ a 
gender-neutral form of pedagogy. This involved calling the children hen, a Finnish gender-neutral 
noun, instead of he or she, and changing the gender of characters in the childrens books and songs. 
Brade argued that when the pedagogues would do this, they would subsequently neutralize the 
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expectations to each gender. Hans Henrik Knoop, senior associate professor at the Institute for 
Education and Pedagogy at the University of Aarhus, criticized the gender-neutral approach on the 
grounds that:	

	
 Translation: “To neutralise gender is a distortion of nature. It renders the gender 
 taboo and it is equal to saying it does not matter. To close our eyes to it is actually to 
 discriminate on the basis of gender, because while there are many ways of being a boy 
 and many ways of being a girl, gender is far from unimportant. (Knoop in Birk, 2013) 
Rather than perceiving gender as being a construction shaped through everyday practices as Brade 
suggests, Knoop defines gender as a natural occurrence in the biologically constituted body. A 
report made by EVA, The Danish Institute of Evaluation, Blik for Køn i Pædagogisk Praksis (2009) 
and the report Flere end to slags børn (Olesen et. al., 2008) ordered by the Ministry of Equality, 
defined the two major and overall approaches in pedagogy in present day as being expressions of 
these two exact forms of reasoning: The first being the biologically essentialist discourse wherein 
gender is defined as being a matter of biology and a fixed point in every individual which cannot be 
altered. The second being the social constructivist approach which sees gender as matter of societal 
and cultural practices articulated through language. Two kindergartens, one in Denmark and one in 
Sweden can be seen as expressions of either of the two discourses.	

Triton is a kindergarten located in the municipality of Horsens in Jutland, Denmark that is part of 
the social institution Steensballe  , at which a form of positive discrimination is utilized 1
(Daginstitution Stensballe, 2012a: 2). In Triton they practise the separation of gender and takes a 
starting point in the biological essentialist approach. Initially Triton completely separated boys and 
girls, however after a period of observation this was determined to be counterproductive as each 
gender rejected any interaction with the other. Instead a rethinking prompted the pedagogues to find 
a new approach in the form of gender-aware pedagogy (Wolfhagen, 2011). The current process is 
defined by Triton as:	

	
 Translation: “That the kindergarten is segregated by gender means, that in our 
 pedagogy we take departure in that we as genders are different. The children come in, 
 in the morning in a boys and a girls team, where different activities will be offered in 
 the rooms, and the option to mix with the other children.” (Daginstitution Stensballe, 
 2012b) 
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!  Triton is a part of the larger Daginstitution Stensballe along with three other kindergartens. It is important to denote that while they 1
share an overall set of values their methods are not the same.
While boys and girls are still confined to their respective rooms, interaction between them is 
allowed without being encouraged (Wolfhagen, 2011; Daginstitution Stensballe, 2012b). These 
rooms are maintained by two teams of pedagogues and pedagogicassistants; a boysteam and a girls-
team. The Kindergarten is built as two separate kindergartens in one, each with their own entrances 
as well as common rooms capable of being separated by sliding panels (Ginnerup Arkitekter, 2013) 
The point of origin for their discursive practices is that there are inherent and indisputable 
differences between the two genders. By acknowledging this, it is argued that the children will 
benefit. As they can be educated within a discourse, that acknowledges their genders hardships and 
strengths;	

	
 Translation: “It gives both genders more possibilities, and you have to treat them 
 different to really treat them the same” (Annette Mikkelsen   in Wolfhagen, 2011). 2
This approach is argued to prompt each of the genders to respectively acquire the strengths that is 
biologically constituted in the opposite gender; Dorte Rosenlund, a pedagogue on the boysteam at 
Triton, exemplifies this:	

	
 Translation: “If one of the smaller boys falls, when the children are segregated, one 
 of the bigger comes to comfort or calls on one of us. We know from experience that 
 this would not happen, if there were any girls in the vicinity. Then they would just 
 think that the girls will probably take care of it.” (Dorte Rosenlund in Bille, 2010) 
The kindergarten seeks to mitigate gender differences between boys and girls by treating them 
different so they themselves can adapt to the behaviour that are left by the absence of the opposite 
gender.	

Egalia is a gender-neutral kindergarten located in Södermalm, Stockholm, which employs the 
methods pertaining to the social constructivist approach. Here all notions of male or female, he or 
she are removed from language in the form of interacting with the children either by using friends, 
first name or hen (Nielsen, 2011b). Egalia in their plan of action argue that this is necessary on the 
basis of:	

	
 Translation: “We believe that, when we in society, generally talk of ‘man’ and 
 ‘woman’, these words are strongly influenced by myths about gender. At Egalia, we 
 believe that the traditional perceptions of ‘feminine’ and ‘masculine’ have affected us 
 humans to separate by gender. We find, that even small children are in society aware 
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!  Annette Mikkelsen is a pedagogue on the girlsteam at Triton.2
 of the differences in gender and what is considered appropriate for girls and boys 
 respectively. This limits the possibilities of life for us, men and women, and we at 
 Egalia believe we have an important task in changing this.” (Genuspolicy in Egalia, 
 2013) 
While this approach as such is not confined to Egalia because of the legislation implemented 
through the Swedish plans of teaching, namely that all preschools and kindergartens must actively 
counter the traditional patterns and roles of gender, it is the first to actively denounce the use of 
gender in educational theory (Nielsen, 2011b). The purpose of using the childrens names and 
defining groups as friends rather than boys and girls is meant to create an inclusive emotional bond 
for the children, the gender-neutral linguistics are however not confined to this; for example are all 
lego men or women, instead articulated as lego people and stop signs are green person go, red 
person stop. Lotte Rajalin, Director of the preschool Egalia, elaborates:	

	
 Translation “It is not because they are wrong or dirty words. But we as adults are full 
 of facts, experiences and information that is adherent. In order to break this and think 
 freely, we change the words. If we need a group designation we say ‘friends’ and 
 ‘children’ and not ‘boys’ and ‘girls’ . It is so easy to say: Are there any boys who want 
 to play soccer? Are there any savvy girls, who want to help in the kitchen? It is a way 
 to exclude.” (Lotte Rajalin in Nielsen, 2011b) 
There is no legislation in Denmark that forces theories on gender to be a part of that overall 
discourse of a kindergarten. This project seeks to analyse which consequence this has if a 
kindergarten does not actively work with gender like for example Triton or Egalia. Furthermore this 
project seeks to understand if the perceptions of an individual, in this case a pedagogue, reproduces 
his or her own perception of gender in their everyday practices. This project has chosen a 
kindergarten, Kernehuset in the Municipality of Copenhagen, that does not actively work with 
gender in order to understand what perceptions of gender that may be reproduced via the individual 
pedagogues own perception of the concept. Two pedagogues, Rikke and Karina, were interviewed 
and questioned on the two different discourses as well as their own perceptions on gender and 
equality in order to understand what perceptions they were beholden to.	

!!!!
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1.2 Problem Formulation 
What discourses on gender can be accounted for in the interview with the two pedagogues Rikke 
and Karina from the kindergarten Kernehuset; and what implications does this constitute for their 
pedagogic practices?	

!
1.3 Research Questions 
The following research questions have been asked in order to fully account for the problem 
formulation:	

● What are the possible theoretical and empirical foundations of the discourses present in Egalia 
and Triton?	

● Do the pedagogues, Karina and Rikke, from Kernehuset reproduce any of the presented 
discourses?	

!
1.4 Explaining the Problem Formulation and Research Questions 
The problem formulation and research question are meant to allow this project to first and foremost 
analyse what the two discourses, the biologically essentialist and social constructivist, entail. 
Furthermore it is intentionally articulated to ensure the focus is on the case of Kernehuset, the 
kindergarten which has agreed to be a case in this study. The first research question is meant as the 
analysis of the two major discourses on gender in pedagogy which takes place in chapter three. In 
order to craft an interviewguide on the subject of these two discourses and gender in general, this 
must be fully elaborated as to not leave the reader with questions concerning the implications of 
each discourse. The second research question is in part a reformulation of the problem formulation. 
It seeks to elaborate on the second part of the problem formulation in order to ensure that the it is 
answered as well as any loose ends that may be derived from it. The problem formulation itself is 
articulated as a consequence of the theoretical framework taken from Michel Foucault and seeks to 
understand whether or not there is a reproduction of societal norms both consciously and 
unconsciously. The first part is aided by the first research question, to analyse if it is possible to 
ascribe the actions of the pedagogues in question to either discourse. 
!
!
!
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Chapter 2 - Methods & Theory 
This chapter will explain the methodological and theoretical conditions on which this project is 
built. The first subchapters of it are primarily concerned with explaining the intent and the 
limitations this project has established and the reasons there of. The next subchapters are concerned 
with the epistemological and theoretical concepts that this project utilizes. The last subchapters are 
the methodological considerations in terms of analytical strategy as well as explaining the methods 
employed to gather empirical material and the construction of an interviewguide. 
!
2.1 Purpose 
The purpose of this project is not to argue for a change in perception but rather to account for the 
already existing modes of thinking concerning gender in pedagogic discourse. By first accounting 
for the existing discourses in empirically relevant material, it is the authors intent to differentiate 
varying modes of thinking by clarifying the values they are built upon. While this project is post-
structuralist in its deconstruction of discourses, the analysis derived through is not intended as a 
critique of values existing in any discourse analysed but rather as a continuation of the ideals 
employed by Olesen et al in the report Flere end to slags børn (2008):	

	
 Translation: “The purpose of the field work has not been to ‘reveal’ reality with intent 
 to find errors or deficiencies, but to become familiar with the positions, routines, 
 language and social conventions, wherein gender is constructed” (2008: 9) 
This is both true for this projects fieldwork, understood as the last part of the analysis where, 
through the interview, the discourses are used to question different modes of thinking for the 
pedagogues. This is also true for the first part, the investigation of the two discourses, as the authors 
are not interested in engaging in a critique, merely for the sake of it, but rather to deconstruct two 
existing perceptions of gender in a specific case. The point of origin for this project is a 
poststructural account, meaning that this projects frame of mind will be employed from that of 
Michel Foucault. This is done because of the use of discourse theory and the theoretical relevance 
to analysing the content of the discourses. The intent of qualitatively affirming the discourses that 
this project accounts for, is not meant to be a critique of them, but rather an affirmation of their 
existence, one which in turn could prompt for even further analysis of them. The theoretical point of 
origin chosen does affect the initial conceptualisation of gender as its meaning is impossible to 
separate from the form in which it is represented. However as it is not the intent of the authors to 
criticise the meaning of the discourses this critique in itself should be considered misplaced as the 
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argumentation and analysis will be of the situation in which the discourses are utilized meaning that 
what they entail is not as important though it must still be analysed, as the overlying structure in 
which they are employed. 
!
2.2 Limitations 
It is difficult if not impossible to establish a limitation to a concept such as gender and its 
interaction with other concepts such as ethnicity or sexuality. This project has however chosen, both 
due to the academic level as well as resources to focus on the an overall understanding of two 
diverging conceptualizations of it namely, a biologically essentialist account, that of Triton, and that 
of Egalia, a social constructivist and normatively critical definition. This does prompt a certain 
critique that this project may have simplified the problem of gender and its derivatives, but the 
authors would like to argue that the limitation set, that of understanding the implications of gender 
as a point of origin for pedagogy, will enable this project to understand and analyse the chosen case 
(Kernehuset) more in depth. It enables a certain clear analysis of how one may think of narratives 
on gender in this particular context, meaning that this project should be seen as an exemplification 
on how one may utilise discourse analysis to analyse gender in kindergartens.	

!
2.3 Structure of the Paper 
This project is structured in order to accommodate the theoretical point of origin i.e the discourse 
analysis. First and foremost the methods chapter seeks to elucidate the theoretical conditions under 
which the project is subjected. It is also the duty of this particular chapter to ensure that the reader is 
aware of the conditions under which the empirical data was first gathered and secondly analysed. 
Furthermore the techniques employed to conduct the interview are presented and the reasoning 
behind the projects analytical strategy are unfolded. Chapter three seeks to unravel the discourses 
that lay as the foundation for the two conflicting schools of thought concerning gender in relation to 
Egalia and Triton. Chapter four is a two part chapter. First it presents the narratives and articulations 
made by pedagogues in Kernehuset in order to account for the possible link between these and the 
discourses presented in the previous chapter. The second part uses the platform that has been fully 
described in the previous two chapters, to employ the concepts of Foucault to deconstruct the 
discursive articulations made by the pedagogues from Kernehuset. 
!
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2.4 Theory 
This subchapter will shed light upon the theoretical foundation of this project. There will be a 
general introduction to the field of Poststructuralism in order to establish the importance of 
language and the subjective nature of this project. This is followed by the introduction to the 
theoretical standpoint of Michel Foucault and the operationalization of his adaption of discourse 
theory. 
!
2.4.1 The Post-structuralist Approach 
Poststructuralism in its essence is one of uncertainty to specificity in a precise point of origin, one 
cannot account for a universal discourse of thought that encompasses what it means (Stormhøj, 
2006: 15; Velibeyoglu, 1999). The account that follows will because of this be a mere interpretation, 
one of an infinite number, that will account for the authors of this projects precise understanding 
and utilisation of this epistemology. This also means that the interpretation of one specific theory 
within poststructuralism, might indeed stand in contrast to another. Christel Stormhøj in her book 
Poststrukturalismer (2006) follows Rosi Braidotti’s point of analysis that the above is reasoned in 
the nomadic nature of poststructuralism, understood as its ability and will to cross the borders of 
disciplines while remaining in constant motion (Braidotti in Stormhøj, 2006: 15). There is by this 
account no certainty in an epistemological sense. Epistemology, in accordance to Stormhøj’s 
interpretation is one of understanding the conditions that when present, allows for knowledge to be 
presented in a valid sense (Stormhøj, 2006: 16). Stormhøj’s account details the normative 
understanding of language, in relation to epistemology, as a both “[Translation] transparent and 
neutral medium that reflects or depicts reality and communicates meaning unambiguously“ (ibid.). 
In poststructural theory, language takes an active role, one that constitutes as well as translates 
(ibid.; Hermann, 2000: 1011). This take implies that the nature of language is not only ambiguous 
but also incomplete (Stormhøj, 2006: 156). This is argued on the basis that in poststructural theory, 
one is unable to separate reality from the conceptualisation of it, understood as the inability to 
understand reality without consorting with the concepts and categories defined as linguistically 
enmeshed with the world (ibid.; Velibeyoglu, 1999). There is by way of this argumentation, no 
possibility of separating the real from the epistemological possibilities of language as a practice 
understood as individual or collective formations or discourses (Stormhøj, 2006: 16). Reality 
becomes to the observer invisible unless made through discursive constitutions:	
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 Translation: “There is no privileged position of epistemology, above time and place, 
 not affected by history, culture, language and subjectivity. Scientific cognition can 
 therefore never be absolute cognition, as there can be made no regard to higher 
 instances of reference than given perspectives of interpretation, language games, 
 lifeforms or historical epochs.” (ibid.: 45) 
A critical approach in this light is subjective by all accounts but its analysis and its validity need not 
be diminished by this, if its intent is to analyse that which is taken for granted i.e already 
sedimented logics of thought (Stormhøj, 2006: 20). The potential here lies in the discursive ability 
to look through the power which solidifies borders in modern society and opens up entirely new 
ways of seeing them by deconstructing the logics or discourses by which they have been created 
(ibid.). This opens up an analysis of competing strategies of power and the relationship inherent in 
the creation of structures, by which constituting logics of truth are established for the 
aforementioned structure to be an expression of. In so far it has been established that meaning in 
post-structuralist theory is derived by use of language, not as a neutral arbitrator but an engaging 
partner. Reality is through this defined discursively as anything and everything that is presented is 
represented in a discursive form; there is no means of action that lay outside subjective (ibid.: 33).	

This chapter dealt with the epistemological conditions under which this project is subjected, the 
next chapter will continue by presenting how reality is discursively defined. A primary part of it will 
be the presentation of the relationship between subject and discourse as concepts. Where the 
previous was a general definition of poststructuralist accounts, under which Foucault is situated, the 
next chapter will solely deal with the poststructuralist school formed by Michel Foucault. 
Furthermore this chapter will reveal certain points concerning the nature of the subject that are 
inherent in all considerations the authors of this project have made in the relationship between child 
and pedagogue. 
!
2.4.2 Understanding the Subject & Power In Foucault 
Dag Heede, associate professor of cultural studies and literature at the University of Southern 
Denmark, in Det Tomme Menneske (2012) argues that the main antagonist to Foucault in relation to 
the subject, is the thought of being able to think of Man in a universal sense (Heede, 2012: 19). 
Rather than asking who am I, Heede argues that Foucault prompts the question, what am I, in order 
to account for the human subject as a historically founded construction (ibid.: 189). This prompts 
Foucault to analyse the technologies or practices of power that are put in place in order for the 
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formation of subjects to exist (ibid.; Foucault, 1982: 777). By deriving Man of its truism, it is 
possible to account for processes of historicizing that instead deny the truism and nature, and 
instead reveal the discontinuity inherent in modern Man (Heede, 2012: 19; Foucault, 1982: 7778). 
This subjectification prompts Foucault to analyse how the thoughts, urges, actions etc are rendered 
into a constitution of subjects (Heede, 2012: 19). Through the stripping of parts from Man it 
becomes increasingly difficult to talk of it as exactly that, as even the biological premises that are 
somewhat taken for granted, be it masculine or feminine attributes, are points of historical processes 
(ibid.: 20). The body becomes a shell, an empty shell at that, whose task it is to employ the 
historically defined events of language and culture (ibid.). Foucault presents three different modes 
of analysing the subject, starting with: “The first is the modes of inquiry which try to give 
themselves the status of sciences“ (ibid.: 777). This mode represents the submission of the self in 
relation to scientific modes of thinking, Foucault himself as well as Heede highlights grammar and 
linguistics as prominent in the objectification of the self (ibid.: 777; Heede, 2012: 21). The second 
is what Foucault deems dividing practices understood as the practices in which the subject is 
divided from itself and from others objectifying him / her (ibid.: 7778). The third, and arguably 
most prominent in this project, is the process of selfconstitution where the individual creates itself 
as a subject in relation to, as highlighted by Heede, sexuality or lust (Heede, 2012: 21). The third is 
interesting in this project because it is exactly through the understanding of the mechanisms, both 
external and internal to the self, that one can understand the context under which the 
aforementioned shell and its cargo can be analysed. Foucault concedes that one must understand the 
power as inevitable in these relations, though it is not the primary aspect (ibid.: 22; Foucault, 1982: 
779). Power in this sense presents itself in the form of techniques designed to objectify and 
stigmatise the subjects over which it has control:	

	
 “This form of power applies itself to immediate everyday life which categorizes the 
 individual, marks him by his own individuality, attaches him to his own identity, 
 imposes a law of truth on him which he must recognize and which others have to 
 recognize in him. It is a form of power which makes individuals subjects.” (Foucault, 
 1982: 781) 
Foucault makes a further distinction within this by arguing that what should previously by way of 
this be seen as a pastoral power, that objectified the human subject through its use of, e.g., dogma 
and confessions, today it should rather be understood through political rationalities that still seek to 
subject all bodies to its influence (Heede, 2012: 24). A main focal point when analysing modern 
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power to Foucault becomes this subjectification that allows for the formation of subjects, as it is 
here that power recreates itself as a productive entity rather than an oppressor (ibid.). By productive 
it is implied that not only is the subject as such subjected to the relations of power but that power 
produces individuals through this, which are capable of ensuring its continued function (ibid.). This 
is because the promise given to those who submit themselves to this, is the promise of wellbeing. 
The power of the modern state is not concerned with the salvation as the pastoral power was 
previously, of the individual but rather now that “that therapy has replaced theology“ (ibid.: 245), 
it is the promise of wellbeing in all its definitions, whether they be health, safety or wealth (ibid.: 
25; Gordon, 1980: 545). These are all parts of the modern forms of power that exists, which 
Foucault collects under the definition of biopower (Heede, 2012: 25). The entry points of this form 
of power is the production of knowledge through which it can administer its influence, for example 
those that deal with issues relating to the perception of the normal for example psychologists, social 
workers, pedagogues etc. through which intricate forms of discipline, surveillance and the 
installation of ideals are put into practice (ibid.: 25; Gordon, 1980: 56). Or as Heede puts it:	

	
 Translation: “It [power] is never outside in relation to other relationships (economics, 
 politics, subjectification, production of knowledge, sexuality, discipline), but 
 immanent in them. With insidious ingenuity the biopower cocreates concrete realities 
 like for example the ‘subject’“ (Heede, 2012: 39) 
It is through this exact system that the power to define normal behaviour for children is maintained 
by an ideal for the medium of family with support in the structures that administer the disciplinary 
tools to which the child is defined in a binary contract, be it functional/dysfunctional, normal/sick 
(in its many forms) (Gordon, 1980: 56). Heede concludes that Man to Foucault simply put is: 
 Translation: “To Foucault, Man is quite simply an intersection to a range of lines of	

 knowledge and power, a knot where various disciplines meet.” (Heede, 2012: 25) 
These deconstructions of the individual is useful in its capability to define the power that structures 
surrounding the individual has, and also to understand what type of influence they exude over the 
subject. In this project this form of thinking will be utilized in the analysis of the interviews of 
pedagogues from Kernehuset concerning their own perception of gender and the influence they 
either have or not on their work. Furthermore the establishment of the relationship of power 
between child and pedagogue will further help this project to account for the lines of reasoning that 
are maintained by the pedagogues in the execution of their work, in that the foucauldian analysis of 
power does not start from above, but from the ground up instead enabling an analysis of the 
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techniques and rhetorics and how they are employed, so to say they are objectified just as they are 
themselves doing (ibid.: 39). Power and the opposition to it will also be present in the investigation 
of existing discourses employed in Egalia and Triton displaying two different discourses on the 
subject of children and gender. By this it is meant that the conflict them in between is an inevitable 
point of interest when one accounts for them. Furthermore as these were used in the interviews the 
comments on them made by the pedagogues allows for a mapping of where they are positioned in 
relation to the already existing theoretical discourses. 
!
2.4.3 Discourse Theory 
To Foucault, the subject does not create the discourse but the other way around, it is the maker of 
possible positions from where articulations can be made (Heede, 2013: 74). The discourse by this 
must not be understood as a neutral arbiter but rather as an effect that highlights the fact that to 
speak is not to solely present ones thoughts or knowledge but rather this plus something. It is 
exactly this plus something where the overlying meaning of what is said and the discourse in which 
it is engaged can be found (ibid.: Foucault, 2004: 2001). To Foucault the term discourse can have 
two different sets of meaning both of which should be seen under the definition of it being the 
“general domain of all statements“ (Foucault in Mills, 2003: 53). the first set of meaning is that, all 
statements which have either meaning and / or effect can be referred to within discourse and the 
second is a further dissection where a discourse becomes an “individualizable groups of 
statements” (Foucault in Mills, 2003: 53) which are meant to contribute to the formation of a group, 
for example the discourse of racism or the discourse of femininity (Mills, 2003: 534). These forms 
of discourses can be regarded as regulated in the sense that by way of the statements it encapsulates, 
it creates unwritten rules and/or structures that in return further the statements and create new ones 
on the basis of rules of discourse (Mills, 2003: 534). This ties itself also to Foucault's understanding 
of discourse as not being the way in which reality is translated but rather as a set of structures that 
enable an interpretation (one of an infinite number) of reality into language:	

	
 “We must not imagine that the world turns towards us a legible face which we would 
 only have to decipher; the world is not the accomplice of our knowledge; there is no 
 prediscursive providence which disposes the world in our favour’” (Foucault cited in 
 Mills, 2003: 55)	

This is not the same as to say there is no nondiscursive reality but the only way to think of it or to 
interpret it is through discourse (ibid.: 556). Foucault considers this to be a relationship that presents 
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the regulated nature of discourse, the definitions that are made on the interpreted reality and the 
structures and presuppositions they are in debt to and which in turn reproduce the discourse (ibid.: 
56). Within this three sets of external procedures are presented that exclude that which otherwise 
could undermine the discourse in question, the first being taboo, which renders it difficult to talk of 
certain subjects in a certain way for example death or sexuality in general (ibid.: 567; Heede, 2013: 
86). The second is the line between sanity and insanity, those in the first position are deemed fit to 
argue as a point of origin whilst those in the second are barred on account of their condition (Mills, 
2003: 56; Heede, 2013: 86). The third, and most important for this project, is the distinction 
between truth and falsehood. Those, by way of their position or authority, that are able to be seen as 
experts can speak of the truth (Mills, 2003: 58; Heede, 2013: 867). Truth here is not a universal or 
selfevident but rather the material produced through recognized practices and structures that already 
carry the symbol of being true for example universities, governmental institutions, or scientific 
branches etc. (ibid.). A statement which one finds to be true within ones own reflection upon it can 
only be acknowledged as being true when articulated if it acts in accordance with said structures, 
procedures and statements already existing (Mills, 2003: 58). To compliment these external 
conditions are the three internal, which for the sake of clarification are, commentary as the 
possibility of barring new forms of discourse whilst reproducing the truth that is defined in the 
culture of society (Heede, 2013: 87). The second is the organizing principle of the author, that 
functions as the principle of organisation of meaning within discourses (ibid.). Lastly there is the 
disciplines, which ensure that way in which knowledge is produced and kept within discursive 
frameworks, for example sociology, anthropology etc. (ibid.; Mills, 2003: 60). There is a fourth 
exclusion, which is rarely used, called rarefaction, that revolves itself around the external 
conditions under which one can speak the truth, namely that certain discourses are available to all, 
and some have very narrow access points (Mills, 2003: 60). Discourses are, to sum up, the grouping 
of statements which all have a certain topic in common and reproduce opinions on that topic in 
effect:  
 “They lead to the reproduction of other statements which are compatible with their 
	
 underlying presuppositions.” (ibid.: 64)  
How these are grouped may vary depending on institutionalized pressure, or mere coherence of 
logic. Discourses are however not as such cohesive though the articulations and possible positions 
are all aimed towards the same overlying truth. An example of this is for example the theoretical 
positions as described in chapter three, concerning the biological point of origin for pedagogy; all 
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are inherent to the same point of origin, namely that boys and girls are different, but their way of 
arguing this contradicts one another on certain areas of the topic. Thus they share a certain 
institutional association which grants them authority at a base level, but when one departs from that 
and further analyses their works, they differ in some aspects. 	

In this project the focus will be on the statements and those who make, i.e the discursive analysis is 
primarily concerned with the position from where they are made as well as the possibilities that 
allow them to be articulated. An example of this is the interview from which various statements will 
be categorised in the analysis and the definition of where they belong in perhaps already existing 
modes of discourse that are presented in chapter three. The discourse analysis will allow the authors 
of this project to understand what regimes of knowledge are being upheld in Kernehuset, both 
consciously and unconsciously by those who are in a position to do so i.e the pedagogues through 
their daily practices. It is through the questioning of daily routines that are deemed everyday 
practices (Schei, 2013: 33) and as part of a normal childhood and education that one may come to 
see by what guidelines these are actually being put into motion and do they exist elsewhere where 
they may actually contradict one's knowledge. An example in the form of a question: Can there in 
the theoretical foundation and of Egalia and Triton and their derivatives be found truths that exist 
within Kernehuset but when openly questioned are rejected? 
!
2.4.4 Analytical Strategy 
The authors have respectively borrowed an analytical strategy form Tiri Bergesen Schei, an 
associate professor from Senter for Utdanningsforskning in Bergen:	

	
 “What a discourse theoretical perspective highlights, in particular, are questions 
 concerning the ‘how’ in everyday life and the significance of this ‘how’ that makes 
 people act and speak in predictable patterns. One might become aware of the 
 significance of chosen artifacts for play, of staff habits and of rules followed in 
 kindergarten from this social epistemological perspective.” (Schei, 2013: 32) 
This describes the aforementioned benefits of the discourse analysis as well as describing the point 
of entry for this project. Namely that it is both the understanding of how the pedagogues see their 
own practice, as well as understanding what overlying discourse their practice perhaps without 
knowing it reproduces. The analysis is twofold in this aspect; first and foremost the discourses that 
lay the foundation for the two kindergartens presented in the problem area, Egalia and Triton, must 
be accounted for as well as the possible theoretical and empirical foundations to which they can be 
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analysed. Secondly these must be put into the analysis of the discourses existing in Kernehuset. By 
doing this it is possible to analyse, whether or not these two conflicting discourses are present 
without it being said. So to say that the system of knowledge that they are part of is reproduced 
involuntarily or unconsciously. It is through the articulations made in the interviews with the 
pedagogues from Kernehuset, that the authors of this project will analyse the everyday practices 
that they themselves bring up. In order for this analytical strategy to function one must adhere to the 
theoretical principles of it as this does inflict on the gathering of data.	

This project has made use of the snowball method (Hansen, 2013: 5) whereby one starts by 
analysing a specific document or interview and from there explores the various empirical material 
and theory that is relevant in order to account for the discourses that are existing within ones target 
field (ibid.). This project does acknowledge the critique that Niels Åkerstrøm Andersen present in 
his work “Diskursive Analysestrategier“ (1999) that the ideals of constructivist work are not well 
disciplined by themselves and that the presentation of analytical strategies oftentimes resorts to 
mere pragmatist descriptions of procedures (Andersen, 1999: 145). The authors of this project 
would however stress that the purpose and limitations chapters have compensated for this and that 
the analytical strategy in correspondence with the chapter on theory have fully presented the entry 
point as well as the overlying concepts that will be used throughout the project. Furthermore the 
coming chapter on data will shed light on the process by which the authors have selected the 
empirical material. 
!
2.5 Empirical Material 
This project makes use of different forms of empirical material that must be accounted for and 
justified. This chapter will present the conditions that the project has employed for the gathering of 
data and to which category said material belongs. 
!
2.5.1 The Strategy 
The overall strategy was to employ the snowball method with a point of departure in the two reports 
presented in the problem area made by EVA (2009) and the Ministry of Equality (Olesen et. al.: 
2008). From there the authors of this project categorized the material before contemplating their 
discursive meaning. The categories became empirical material both primary and secondary, 
theoretical material treated as empirical material and theoretical material treated as such. The first 
category entails all material that has been used to clarify what the two institutions Egalia and Triton 
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as well as the secondary interviews found in various news outlets or journals. Furthermore the 
primary empirical material consists of the interview conducted at Kernehuset which will be 
explained below in 2.6.2. The theoretical material that has been used both as theoretical accounts of 
discourse as well as an empirical adherence to Egalia or Triton’s discourses is presented in chapter 
three. While there is a certain sense of overlapping between the two uses it should be understood as 
empirical first, i.e it has no relevance to the epistemological foundation of this project regardless of 
its positive or negative inclinations towards it. The source material in chapter three was chosen 
because it, respectively, showed the authors epistemological intent and could be analysed without 
analysing the entire bibliography of the author in question as the book in question serves to address 
the problem at hand fully. 
!
2.5.2 Constructing the Interview 
The interview conducted at Kernehuset with the two pedagogues, Rikke & Karina, was made on the 
basis of considerations derived from Steinar Kvale’s book Interviews (1996). The methodological 
considerations in question are Kvale’s thoughts on the two differing processes of an interview he 
defines as either nomethod approach or allmethod approach (ibid.: 13). These are the 
conceptualizations of the thoughts that the authors of this project had to process before venturing 
into the qualitative approach. Kvale argues, that because there are few standardized procedures for 
conducting an interview, many questions which may arise during the course of the interview must 
be handled with decisions made at the same time (ibid.). The question then arises how one must 
choose between all or nomethod approaches. This project took to combining the two, in order to 
assure that the epistemological concepts to which this project is inherent to were still being upheld. 
The interview which was conducted took its conceptualized form of Kvales concept of a 
conversation (ibid.: 1920). Within this Kvale gives three modes of the conversation, namely, first 
the spontaneous conversations of daily life (ibid.: 20) that deal with a certain topic while remaining 
detached from structure. The second being:	

	
 “Professional interviews [that] take a variety of forms, such as a legal interrogation, 
 a job interview, a therapeutic interview, or a research interview.” (ibid.) 
The third is the philosophical discourse (ibid.) in which two equal partners exchange a reciprocal 
questioning on the reasoning of one anothers answers questions and answers (ibid.). Kvale further 
argues that the true nature of knowledge is debated as well in this form (ibid.). This project makes 
use of Kvale’s definition of the professional interview in the form of the research interview. This 
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project contends with Kvale’s argumentation that this form of interview firstly involves a rather 
onesided questioning, i.e there are no questions returning from the interviewee and secondly that 
because of the professional nature of it, there can be an “asymmetry of power“ (ibid.). The purpose 
of the interview was to understand on the first level what conceptions of gender the two pedagogues 
reproduced consciously in the work, in order to understand where they adhered to in relation to the 
two aforementioned discourses derived from Egalia and Triton. On a second level the purpose was 
to understand whether or not there were unconscious definitions of subjective positions through the 
language that was used and the imagery and exemplifications given. In order for this to work there 
had to be a certain amount of structure to the questions asked, i.e they must not lead the interviewed 
on, but still remain on topic. This lead this project to reject a nomethod approach to the interview 
but an allmethod at the same time. Instead envisioning a combination of the two allowing for a pre-
given structure to the interview that could be abandoned if necessary, on the basis of the extensive 
knowledge on the subject by the interviewer. Permitting a new line of questioning derived from the 
answers given by the interviewee. The questions designed, preinterview, were all meant as entry-
points for reflections for the interviewee, understood as questions that either prompted a theoretical 
or personal reflection or empirically based in an example of the reflection given. An example of this 
is the question on the importance of the concept of gender in relation to the pedagogic practice in 
Kernehuset, which first lead to the reflection upon the concept and secondly gave an empirical 
example of their reflection (Appendix, 1: 1-2). This does however lead to a certain external critique 
that perhaps the interviewers were not knowledgeable enough to conduct this approach in a 
legitimate way. Or perhaps the answers were misused to promote an agenda by a continued line of 
questioning that did not take previous answers into account. The authors and interviewers in this 
case would stress that the purpose of this project would deem such thoughts irrelevant as there is no 
intended agenda behind the questioning other than to gain knowledge on the subject from the 
interviewee’s point of view. The questionnaire furthermore enlists several backtrackings, wherein 
previous answers lead the interviewers to answer followup questions at a later point that tried to 
combine answers that had been given in order to allow the interviewee a chance to further establish 
their point of view. Kvale’s further involvement in the considerations on the interview all remained 
at a pragmatic level. His considerations on the interpretative methods were left out purposefully as 
they were not possible to implement on account of the complications, epistemologically, that would 
arise from trying to adhere to his methods on language. Furthermore this was done as the authors of 
this project considered the analytical aspects of Foucauldian research strong enough to not resort to 
further acts of eclecticism.	
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Chapter 3 - Biological Essentialism and Social Constructivism 
The purpose of this chapter is to map the discourses presented in the problem area. Furthermore this 
chapter seeks to analyse different ‘experts’ on the subject matter and to understand the subject 
positions which they create in relation to the concept of gender. This project is built upon the 
understanding that there are at least are two different points of origin namely the biological and the 
constructivist ideals of socialising practices. Both of these descriptions only serve as a starting point 
as this chapter will show that each discourse can be further broken down and may not be a 
completely cohesive line of reasoning whilst still adhering to a shared overlying ‘truth’. The 
concepts presented in chapter 2.4 and onwards, are here used to display the discourses in full. 
Through their truths and thereby their rejections of other ‘truths’ to the realm of falsehood, their 
intent and the underlying subject positions are made clear. This project has taken into account that 
the disciplines to which the respective authors adhere differ. However the subject matter is much 
the same to all; how should one understand the concept of gender and what does it entail? Through 
this the first research question will be answered (see chapter 1.3). This chapter also highlights the 
concept of biopower and how each of these discourses can be seen as administering it through the 
subject positions which they create in relation to either normative understandings of boys and girls 
or their critical counterpart. 
!
3.1 The Biologically Essentialist Discourse 
The starting point of biologically focused pedagogy concerning the question of gender, is that 
gender is exactly biologically founded. Social and / or cultural forms of gender all have their point 
of origin in this biological understanding of gender (Olesen et. al., 2008: 15). This is developed 
through the argumentation that boys and a girls brain develop in different ways, and because of this 
inevitability, it is important in the pedagogic practices to account for this difference (EVA, 2009; 
Olesen et. al., 2008) According to Gideon Zlotnik, a specialist in children's psychiatry and Ann-
Elisabeth Knudsen, a psychologist, this difference is a disadvantage to both boys and girls as the 
current system treats each gender inadequately concerning these differences (Zlotnik, 2004; EVA, 
2009; Olesen et. al., 2008). Henrik Jensen do not focus on the biological difference on men and 
women, but that gender are culturally and historically constituted and that cultural norms ascribed 
to gender are fixed (Jensen, 2006).	

!
!
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!
3.1.1 - Gideon Zlotnik 
In the book De Stakkels Drenge (2004), Gideon Zlotnik, argues through his framework of biological 
concepts and sociopsychological theory and methods that boys are the weaker gender (Zlotnik, 
2004). He argues this through several studies that show, that boys are more vulnerable and 
susceptible to psychosocial traumas than girls, e.g when parents get a divorce. Furthermore he 
argues that they are biologically ‘weaker’ than girls as the mortality rate among baby boys are 
higher than their counterpart (ibid.: 79). Despite the fact that boys are inherently stronger than girls, 
they are not as physically mature as girls before reaching puberty (ibid.: 79). These conclusions lead 
Zlotnik to argue that naturally biological differences are incompatible with a social practice that 
involves equal treatment for boys and girls:	

	
 Translation: “The idea that girls and boys should be treated completely alike, is 
 unsuitable and straightforwardly unnatural. To dispose of gender differences during 
 childhood disputes the law of nature.” (Zlotnik, 2004: 10) 
Zlotnik further concludes that the biological differences are apparent even prebirth as the 
chromosomes of each gender is different and tells a story:	

	
 Translation: “A girl XX. A boy XY. Thought provoking genetical symbols  a girls 
 genetical gender is in figuratively symmetrical and balanced, while a boys is askew 
 and unbalanced. But also in a literal sense the focus is on significant genetical gender 
 differences” (Zlotnik, 2004: 35) 
Zlotnik sees birth and biological development of the body and brain as being paramount in the 
fundamental creation of a social male or female identity (ibid.). Thus children as a concept do not 
exist except for their existence in the two different entities of a boy or a girl. This distinction and 
fundamental biological difference also reflects upon the social matters because it constitutes a 
different point of origin for a boy and a girl. Zlotnik presents what he defines as the bio-social 
theory, namely that:	

	
 Translation: “Biology does not determine what language a child will speak or what 
 feelings it will harbour, but biology makes sure that no matter where a child grows up, 
 it will learn to talk and develop emotions” (Zlotnik, 2004: 171). 
When an individual matures and ages, (s)he becomes more and more a social entity and less a 
biologically founded being, but the two will never be separated as the biological gender is an 
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inevitability which constitutes all development (ibid.). Zlotnik criticizes kindergartens for relying 
too much on feminine values as they are undermining their masculine counterparts. These 
masculine values are then up to the boys themselves to find and fill in the void left by the focus on 
feminine values. The solution to Zlotnik is to have more male pedagogues, which he finds to be 
unlikely. To balance it female pedagogues must change their behaviour which he concludes to be a 
difficult task (ibid: 1812). Zlotnik concludes that because of this problem the solution should be to 
separate the two genders so that the female pedagogues will not have to balance the two sets of 
values but can instead focus on one in each group and thereby stimulate the children in the way they 
need (ibid.).	

What Zlotnik presents is a biologically essentialist account, one that is founded upon the subject 
position that children are nonexistent except when defined through a biologically and 
psychologically defined set of tools to the conceptions of boys and girls. A boy and a girl are two 
different entities, with two different sets of knowledge and truths about them. Boys are in Zlotnik’s 
discourse subjected to a mode of investigation that subjects them to a research scheme that renders 
them as being inferior to girls and by doing this Zlotnik puts them into a different discourse than 
girls. Girls are remained to the general discourse on pedagogy while boys are used as the subject on 
how to change that general discourse. Both genders are in Zlotnik subjected to inherent and strict 
rules of discipline as their behaviour is conditioned on the gender to which they belong. The field of 
appropriate knowledge is different to each gender because of this. 
!
3.1.2 Ann-Elisabeth Knudsen 
To Ann-Elisabeth Knudsen, the difference in the two genders are found in the biological structure of 
them and specifically in the development of the brain. To her, the field of neuropsychology is the 
answer and to investigate the brain is a problemarea that must be accounted for in modern 
pedagogic theory. The necessity, to Knudsen lies in the brain’s relation to gender, learning and 
development:	

	
 Translation: “Brain research is an important supplement to the psychological and 
 pedagogic research, that you cannot  for fear of the results  decline. Brain research is 
 a new  and necessary  dimension in the pedagogic debate on children, development, 
 gender differences and learning” (Knudsen, 2007: 34) 
Though Knudsen stresses the importance of the biological conditions and differences, she does 
concede that it is only the one of two parts which constitute gender. The other part being the 
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environment in which a child resides, as it also has an influence on the further development of the 
child:	

	
 Translation: “The human being is born with a gender specific, biomental equipment, 
 that shall be introduced in the human society. Genderedness displays itself in a close 
 collaboration between genesis and environment, and in gender specific circumstances 
 it applies as in other areas, namely that the congenital potential of gender can only 
 seriously develop through culture” (Susan Hart   in Knudsen, 2007: 35) 3
It is through the synergetic relationship of the two parts that gender is envisioned and created, 
however the respective gender identities are still rooted in fundamental biological differences. From 
fetus to adult these differences create a foundation from which the childs entry point into an 
environment is established, Knudsen emphasises that this is because of the structure of the brain in 
each gender:	

	
 Translation: “That being said, I would like to stress the small but significant 
 differences, that science has uncovered in the structure of the brain of boys and girls.“ 
 (Knudsen, 2007: 35) 
To Knudsen this presents a question of causality between biology and social actions, understood as 
the constitution of gender and its effect on the social practices of the child (ibid.: 172). The causal 
relationship affects the learning habits of the individual and it is the basis of the establishment of 
gender norms. Knudsen exemplifies this by stating that girls like to write in school and boys like to 
do experiments (ibid.: 1723). Consequently, Knudsen, promotes the separation of the two genders in 
school, because it would prompt each to gain, firstly, equal opportunities by being challenged in 
ways that would suit the other gender more. This is again related to the question of the structural 
conditions of the brain in each gender and how best to engage it, which to Knudsen is not to treat 
them the same (ibid.). Knudsen, like Zlotnik, engages in a discourse on pedagogy by promoting the 
separation of the two genders in order for them to live up to their full potential. Their agreement is 
however not without a certain proportion of unique attributes to each. The biggest difference is 
Zlotnik's adherence to boys and girls being two different subjects, where Knudsen instead sees their 
common organ of the brain as a machine that creates these differences. Zlotnik presented the 
children within a discourse on fundamental biology, and subjected them to analysis of their inherent 
traits. Knudsen instead invokes the discourse of neuropsychology to establish the differences that 
are always there but not present until at a later time.	
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!  A fellow psychologist3
3.1.3 Henrik Jensen 
In his book  Det Faderløse Samfund (2006b) Henrik Jensen, an associate professor of history and 
psychology at the University of Roskilde, analyses the transition of society from a Duty Culture to a 
Rights Culture (Jensen, 2006b). Jensen argues that the transition has resulted in a loss of both 
authority and legitimacy and when looking at ‘family life’ this has resulted in a weakening of the 
paternal values. A transition which Jensen argues was characterized as:	

	
 Translation: “ A society with a clear dominance of traditional paternal values  duty, 
 authority, hierarchy, responsibility, guilt, the postponement of needs, diligence, 
 obedience, selflimiting, rationality, sublimation etc.  suddenly replaced by the end of 
 the century by a dominance of traditionally maternal values  care, presence, 
 immediate satisfaction of needs, inclusion, sensitivity, creativity, therapy, oral 
 consumption etc. “ (Jensen, 2006b: 9) 
Evidently Jensen makes a clear disposition to what each gender is an expression of, and argues that 
through this they become the markers of separate cultures and their clearly defined norms of 
behaviour. Society because of this transition is weakened in certain aspects, primarily Jensen 
argues, in relation to the son as he “ [gets] holes in his mind “ (Alexander Mitscherlich   in ibid.: 4
236) which are easily occupied by demons (Mitscherlich paraphrased in ibid.: 238). Because of this, 
the son stays in unarticulated fantasy worlds that result in acts of aggression, because the son needs 
the input of the father, i.e a masculine influence, to develop the gaps between masculinity and 
femininity, Jensen continues:	

	
 Translation: “In the discourse of psychoanalysis the absence of the father means that 
 many sons are kept ‘hanging’ in the preoedipal phase” (ibid.: 238) 
Jensen, as opposed to Zlotnik and in part Knudsen, does not attribute this to matters of biology but 
rather to the fundamental change to the discursive reality of society. Jensen participated in a debate 
concerning a programme on Danish television called DR2 uden køn, which dealt specifically with 
the question of gender-neutral kindergartens, to which, when asked if they were a good idea, he 
replied:	

	
 Translation: “I cannot, to the slightest degree, see the point of it. It is to alter 
 something immensely fundamental. It is one of the fundamental things in humanity 
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!  Alexander Mitscherlich was a psychoanalyst and former professor of psychology at Frankfurt University.4
 that there are two genders and that we act differently. It think it is hopeless to try and 
 change that.“ (Jensen in Tuxen, 2013)	

To Jensen, this is not a question of wanting to separate the two either, but a mere reflection of his 
theoretical standpoint that boys are inherent to the paternal, and girls to the maternal, which is an 
inevitability one should not tamper with. The cultural constitution of male and female is the root of 
the identity for each and to attempt to change this is a dangerous and unwise task (ibid.).	

Within Jensen’s framework it becomes evident that there has been a shift in societal discourses 
which affects the cultural perception of the genders. This influences the sons by way of their modes 
of selfperception. They are not able to understand themselves because of the shift from paternal to 
maternal societal structures which has undermined the paternal values. To him, each gender must be 
dealt with accordingly, not separate but by means that address the values to which they are inherent. 
What this does, consequently, is to imply that a discourse on children is nonexistent instead 
relegated to the discourses on masculinity and femininity respectively. Boys are projections of 
paternity and girls of maternity, meaning that each gender, to Jensen, is subjected to the discourses 
on abstract systems of culture rather than biological genders or traits. While not explicit on the 
subject of biology, the implication of his understanding of the masculine and feminine paradigms 
does still prompt him to argue that there is a natural order to the genders that cannot be tampered 
with as stated previously. This prompts this project to still maintain that he, by way of his 
conclusion, should still be seen as part of the biological essentialist discourse.	

!
3.2 Three Accounts of Biological Essentialism 
The practice to which, two of the three theorists, are advocating is the active separation of boys and 
girls in kindergartens. To Zlotnik and Knudsen it is the question of ensuring that boys and girls are 
given equal rights, but also equal opportunities in the fields to which they, to them, are not 
accustomed. It is through this implied that stereotypical conceptions will be broken down because 
the actions of each gender will evolve and materialize in an even and plain field. Two different 
examples of this are the two kindergartens Triton and De Fire Elementer. Besides these two 
kindergartens the discussion of importance of male pedagogues found in Zlotnik and Jensen will be 
further elaborated. 
!
!
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3.2.1 Triton 
In the article “ I Horsens opdeles børnene efter køn “ the journalist, Rune Wolfhagen, visits the 
kindergarten Triton, where children are kept separate in terms of gender from nine to eleven o’ 
clock. The rest of the day they are free to mix as they please. Triton has two different entrances, one 
for each gender, as well as two different teams of pedagogues; a girlsteam and a boysteam. 
Institutional leader Jette Ejlertsen describes the aims of this process as:	

	
 Translation: “We do not cultivate the old patterns of gender where girls must act in 
 one way and boys another. It is precisely the other way round. The children have a lot 
 of potential when they arrive, and the way we develop that is to take a starting point 
 in the biological difference “ (Ejlertsen in Wolfhagen, 2011) 
Annette Mikkelsen, a pedagogue on the girlsteam, argues that the structure and the practice affect 
the girls in a positive way stating that “The girls have more options when are together with their 
own gender“ (Mikkelsen in Wolfhagen, 2011). Mikkelsen continues to argue that this is due to the 
feeling of independency when they are on their own (ibid.). When the two genders are mixed there 
is a tendency for the boys to be the entertainers and the girls to be the audience. When there are no 
male entertainers around, the girls themselves have to fulfill this role (ibid.). Mikkelsen argues that 
the same is present for the boys, when there are no girls around they have to fulfill the roles left by 
them, leading Mikkelsen to conclude that:	

	
 Translation: “It gives both genders a wider range of possibilities and you have to treat 
 them differently to really be able to treat them the same.“ (ibid.) 
The discourse on gender practiced in Triton closely mimics the discourses presented by both 
Zlotnik and Knudsen. The articulation of a deciding factor in biological differences and the equal 
treatment of both genders on the basis of treating them different because of their biological 
inequalities is a near echo of both theorists. There is a clear and present sedimentation of identity as 
reliant on the development of the biological traits. Ejlertsen mimics Zlotnik’s articulation and 
rejection of the term children and instead the subjective positions of boys and girls by arguing:	

	
 Translation: “From speaking of having a active separation based on gender, today we 
 articulate it as having a gender-consciousness. We take a starting point in that we 
 both have boys and girls and that there is a biological difference between the two 
 genders.“ (Ejlertsen in Wolfhagen, 2011) 
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The two groups are engaged in very gender-normative ways: The boys room is painted camouflage 
colours, mimicking the army, knights in shiny armor and building blocks are the toys laid forth. The 
girls room is painted in pink, with doityourself kits consisting of pearls and other forms of quiet and 
creative crafts (ibid.). Even though there is an acknowledgement of the girls who want to play with 
e.g. tractors, it is evident that the discourse on pedagogy which is practiced is sedimented in a 
normative understanding of how to engage the boys and the girls. 
!
3.2.2 De Fire Elementer 
In the kindergarten De Fire Elementer the children are divided by gender four mornings, until noon, 
each week. In “ Modige piger og følsomme drenge “ Journalist Birgitte Avnesø visits in the same 
manner as Wolfhagen did with Triton. Jette Romedahl, the leader of the institution, describes their 
reasons for separating the genders as:	

	
 Translation: “We are better at considering their needs, when the girls are alone. It 
 makes them brave, for example, they dare to stand out and become the central figure. 
 The boys are more impetuous, so if the genders are mixed, it quickly becomes a boy 
 who leads on. The girls do not feel inferior when only they are present. “ (Romedahl 
 in Avnesø, 2002) 
To Romedahl, there is a sense of empowerment of the girls to separate them from the boys, but this 
is not the sole reason for it as it also helps to view the the children as a homogenous entity where it 
is easier to spot those who are struggling:	

	
 Translation: “You see the children better because it is a homogenous group. The weak 
 children who need a helping hand, get the time they need to dare be in the center. They 
 are seen and heard and that makes them less introverted. And they learn the art of 
 communicating with their own gender. “ (ibid.) 
There is a clear link between the two approaches in Triton and De Fire Elementer, namely that each 
gender gains something from the separation, something which would be underpinned by a mixing 
of them. The scientific basis for De Fire Elementer is a rearticulating of the same issue as Knudsen 
dealt with, the brain and its structure, as Karen Hessel, a pedagogue at De Fire Elementer states:	

	
 Translation: “Research shows that there is a difference in the brains of boys and girls 
 and that this difference may be bigger than we first expected. By being aware of this, 
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 we hope to strengthen the development of the children, for example the concentration 
 and immersion of boys. “ (Hessel in Avnesø, 2002) 
Boys and girls are here again referred to the field of neuropsychology to argue for their differences, 
and to Knudsen and De fire Elementer, the answer found is to separate them to accomodate the 
differences. De Fire Elementer does however promote a certain proportion of interaction the two 
genders inbetween as to not risk complications later in life. After the separated mornings they are 
mixed as:	

	
 Translation: “It would be sad if they were separated the entire day. They like to play 
 with each other, and of course they have to learn to be together and learn from each 
 others differences. If they are separated too much, they may become more categorized 
 as adults. “ (ibid.) 
This again articulates a coconstitutive mechanism between the articulations on the biological 
differences but at the same time an acknowledgement of the social realms effect on the boys and 
girls. De Fire Elementer promote the same activities for boys and girls, the articulation of them 
however differ. Where girls do gymnastics, the boys do acrobatics, which in practice is the same 
thing. the girls prefer theirs and as do the boys, because it resonates better with their respective self-
perceptions (ibid.). This should be seen as an articulation of girlsactivities and boysactivities as the 
girls view acrobatics as something for the boys and vice versa. It is imported into the self-
disciplinary perception of each gender that they have an activity to which they belong and not the 
other. Where Triton sought the biologically gender-normative in the entry point for boys and girls, 
De Fire Elementer instead refers to social practices which define a culturally normative discourse 
for each. 
!
3.2.3 Men In Pedagogy 
An area of problems that has been addressed in various forms previously in the chapter is the lack 
of masculine values in pedagogy, and / or the lack of male pedagogues. Henrik Jensen is most 
prominent here because of his ascription of the male gender to the paternal values. In the article “ 
Maskuline pædagoger; vis dig som en mand “ two male pedagogues are interviewed concerning the 
status, practice and general reflections on the role of male pedagogue. Knud Schmidt is one of the 
two, and he recounts being firstly, the only male student at his school, and when close to graduation 
advised to apply to a youthcenter rather than a kindergarten or daycare. Instead he chose to work at 
a nursery, and now twenty years later he reflects as following:	
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 Translation: “Now I relax in the profession, which has been a process, one which has 
 probably succeeded as I’ve gotten older. I am not a female pedagogue and I never will 
 be. For me the best way to break through the wall of women has been to be myself. 
 You can easily grow weary of the women’s chitchat if you do not denounce yourself
 from it. and I have learnt to say no to discussion for the the sake of 
 discussion.“ (Schmidt in Jensen, 2006a) 
Peter Lind, the other male pedagogue interviewed continues:	

	
 Translation: “That is a real enough account [To Schmidt], there is a difference 
 between men and women. But in return it is vital that men show that they have 
 something to offer and make room for their way of doing things, instead of whining 
 over the linguistically dominant women “ (Lind in Jensen, 2006a) 
Both are in agreement that there are differences and one will never be the other, and both re-
articulate the culturally normative values described by Jensen, of men being the acting part and 
women the discussing:	

	
 Translation: “Women like to describe things to the most basic level before they act. I 
 just act, because I believe that acting is more important than fancy plans. The children 
 are standing there, waiting. There is no point in not being able to go on a trip before 
 tomorrow because first I have to describe the project.“ (ibid.) 
Both men feel restrained by the dominance of values attributed to women because they limit the 
possibilities that their male counterparts see. Both Schmidt and Lind believe that an implementation 
of more masculine approaches would be beneficial to the children as it is a more direct approach, 
more simple. Pind argues that this is because men sees things in terms of black and white and 
women see all the nuances in between ( Pind in ibid.). It is not the overall activities to Schmidt and 
Pind that is the problem, but rather the entry point to them, so to say that the feminine values are not 
inherently bad but could use their counterpart to balance the pedagogic discourse more (ibid.). The 
same critique is evident in the article “ Mænd er trætte af rundkredsimage “ (Nørby, 2009). In it, all 
male students at the pedagogic school in Holstebro was invited by the Students Council to attend a 
lecture by their Rector, Peter Møller Madsen. They engaged in a discussion on what it means to be a 
male pedagogue. It became evident that they feel restricted by the societal conceptions of them as 
well as the feminine values attributed to pedagogy (ibid.). Furthermore they echo the dissatisfaction 
of Schmidt and Lind in their refusal to take part in chitchat and powerplays with the female 
pedagogues (ibid.). They argue that this however often work to their advantage as they can 
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renounce it and go outside with the children instead, something which their female counterparts feel 
difficult to do (ibid.). Being a man also feels as an advantage to them in that there are so few of 
them and thereby their take on pedagogy is appreciated, as one student puts it:	

	
 Translation: “I often hear that its great that there is someone to play rough with, and 
 that is great I guess. But at the same time it is also important to direct attention to the 
 professional reasoning for doing it and that it is not something we do solely for the fun 
 of it.“ (Unnamed student in ibid.) 
Jensen’s argumentation is evident here as there is a clear sedimentation of what each gender is 
capable of. The discourse on masculinity becomes a definition of that which women are not capable 
of as they are set in a zerosum understanding of two oppositions. The interesting here is that the 
male pedagogues view their female counterparts considerably more in negative terms than their 
female counterparts do in return. Where the female pedagogues saw their male counterparts as a 
positive implementation in their pedagogic discourse, the male pedagogues see themselves as being 
invaluable. 
!
3.3 The Social Constructivist Discourse 
In contrast the social constructivist gender is not founded on gender but on gender as being 
constructed by social practises and language. Jan Kampmann describe gender as being constructed 
on interactions between children, where they create their gender in relation to each other, and also 
external factors like parents, society and media (Kampmann, 2003). Dorthe Marie Søndergård 
argues that gender is created through language. Articulations of gender norms adjust how we create 
our own gender (Søndergård, 2006). Nielsen describe gender as being created through symbols and 
structures in our society that recreates gender norms, and that we ourselves create our gender in 
daily interaction where we negotiate our identity (Nielsen, 2003). These discourses are very similar 
and one of the things they have in common is that they denounce biology as the determining factor 
in relation to gender, and argie that gender is socially constructed and therefore can be shaped in 
any way possible, although this is constrained by language and the structures of society 
(Kampmann, 2003; Søndergård, 2006; Nielsen, 2003).	

!
!
!
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3.3.1 Jan Kampmann 
In the publication Køn er bare noget vi leger!  om ‘de stakkels drenge‘ og nye forståelser af køn i 
børneforskningen (2003), Jan Kampmann, a professor at the institute of psychology and educational 
theory at the University of Roskilde, presents a contrasting view to that of Zlotnik, Knudsen and 
Jensen. Kampmann refutes the argumentation that one can point to the nature of a boy as the 
primordial cause of his ‘bad’ behaviour (ibid.: 234). To Kampmann the root of biologically 
essentialist discourse lies in the assumption that boys have always acted in a certain way that cannot 
change. Whereas girls are regulated by means of cultivation and education (ibid.). Kampmann 
critises in this instance the media and the public sphere for maintaining this perception that leads to 
stereotypical and separated gender norms (ibid.). Kampmann argues for the constructivist ideals of 
social practices as an active and articulatory structure in the establishment of gender for children:	

	
 Translation: “The children are in their own cultural universe the active constructor. 
 But they are so on the basis of, and often in a direct relation to, the adult culture 
 which they meet in their everyday life in the institution and elsewhere. “ (ibid.: 242) 
The children create their own perception of gender by playing together and it is also here that 
groups can be made based on gender. It is because of gender’s ability to play the role of an active 
marker in relation to the establishment of a social landscape for the child, that it becomes the 
constitutive structure for the establishment of perceived gender roles:	

	
 Translation: “Under any circumstance, the relatively stout genderspecific division in 
 childrens groups of friendship and play (certainly in their everyday life in the 
 institution) represents the frame for the development of patterns of play. Where 
 cultural codes, regulations, routines and rituals seems surprisingly genderspecific and 
 irritatingly resistant to changes in the culture on gender outside of it “ (ibid.: 239) 
Kampmann however refutes the argumentation that this should lead to an acknowledgement of the 
biologically essentialist discourse as children can break the codes and patterns and cross barriers 
for example when a girl is accepted into a culture occupied solely by boys (ibid.).  
The establishment and understandings of gender to Kampmann lies in the interaction and 
articulations that arise from the conceptions that the children themselves create in relation to their 
understanding of the adult version of them. This leads the children to form their own identity on the 
basis of the conceptions they meet and those they have constructed (ibid.: 2402).	

To Kampmann the discussion of gender is two part, first and foremost it is an adult discussion in  
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which various discourses on gender are combatting the truths of one another, for example the 
discourse on the ‘poorboys’ and its conflict with the general discourse on gender (ibid.:
242).Atthesametimeitexists between the children, as an active marker waiting to be designated its 
position through the rules and codes of the culture in their games and habits:	

	
 Translation: “The fight on the definition of what gender means and implies, takes 
 place adults in between and between adults and children that are being ‘defined’. But 
 it is also present in the fights, the children in between, on how to manage gender in 
 their mutual relations “ (ibid.)	

Adults do take an active part in the sedimentation of gender roles and the cultural ideas of the 
children in that both are a reflection of the adult version. Kampmann argues that because the adults 
are maintaining ‘oldfashioned’ ideals on gender roles, children maintain them in their grouping 
based on gender. In order for this to change, Kampmann concludes that the social practices and 
discourses that involve the issue of gender-stereotypes must change and become more nuanced, as 
to best ‘influence’ the childrens version (ibid.). A redefinition of masculinity and femininity is 
required to act as an inspiration.	

Kampmann infers that the biologically essentialist discourse is part of the problem in being an old-
fashioned account on the discourse concerning boys and girls. Kampmann in his journal, establishes 
two forms of power. The first is the power over children through their replication of the adult 
culture on gender, which infers them to regulate themselves and conduct themselves as they 
perceive to be normative. Second is the power that is installed in the mutual interactions between 
the children as it is influenced by the overlying discourse on gender, sedimented in the 
aforementioned relationship in the first mode of power. 
!
3.3.2 Dorthe Marie Søndergård 
In the book, Tegnet På Kroppen (2006), Dorthe Marie Søndergaard, Professor of Social Psychology 
as the University of Aarhus, describes gender as a concept constructed in both a social and cultural 
manor through language:	

	
 Translation: “In our language  gender exists. There are but few ways to a human 
 being without, at some point, without indicating his or her gender. To say ‘it’ about a 
 person is impolite: “ I met the neighbour the other day, it said it would wash the stairs 
 on sunday... “. You can’t say that, it is to make the person into a thing and almost 
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 removes the sense of humanity from him or her. In language, the human is expressed 
 in a gendered form.“ (Søndergaard, 2006: 9) 
The meaning of gender is established through language because it is used as an active marker to 
designate articulations in a specific way. Søndergaard describes the case of Nancy, a woman who 
dresses like a woman and appears as such, but identifies herself as a male. She is sexually attracted 
to men, however because of her gender identification with the male she is attracted to homosexual 
males. She is described with presupposition such as but or even though because of the contradiction 
that falls outside the norm. Had she identified herself as a female and subsequently been attracted to 
heterosexual men she would have merely represented the norm in society. To which articulations of 
and or she would have sufficed, however as that is not the case, Nancy is subjected to another 
articulatory system, that which designates culture and dominant or normative gender perceptions 
(ibid.: 145). The case of Nancy portrays a case wherein everyday definitions of normative 
behaviour creates a subject position to which both society and Nancy designates her. Søndergaard 
argues that the creation of gender in everyday life can seen as:	

	
 Translation: “ In the constructions of meaning of everyday life, fields with their own 
 weight, are included that do not have the status of the extra [in the sense of a movie-
 extra] in relation to that which is perceived to be the more intimate scenes or in the 
 end, past familyscenarios. Education, work and sociality between friends or in 
 relationships and to your own kids or the kids of others and every other relations of 
 action and all the meanings that are attached to it, are also bearers for the meaning of 
 the gender that is circulated, reasoned and negotiated. “ (ibid.: 24) 
It is in these spaces that gender is constructed and marks a model for how to examine it, by looking 
at the constructions and compositions of it. In these both the individual and collective perceptions 
are subsequently manifested and by making incisions into these different compositions one can 
understand the perceptions of the individual (ibid.: 245). Contrary to Kampmann who saw gender in 
children as a reflection of their adult version, Søndergaard maintains language to be the active 
creator of gender. Both are however part of the same discourse on gender namely a constructivist 
version. Kampmann focuses on the social and cultural interaction, whereas Søndergaard portrays 
the disciplinary power of gender discourses in their constitution of normative perceptions. 
Søndergaard reiterates the conception of the subject in her focus on language, the articulation of 
gender in relation to a human being has a consequence in how that person is viewed and 
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subsequently judged, like for example Nancy in the change in presupposition in the articulation of 
her situation. 
!
3.3.3 Harriet Bjerrum Nielsen 
Harriet Bjerrum Nielsen, A professor at the Centre for Gender Research in Oslo, describes in her 
publication One of the boys  doing gender in scouting, gender as being “[a] product of ongoing 
interaction between ‘ gender in the head ‘ and ‘ gender in the world‘“ (Nielsen, 2003: 17). An 
example is the conception of pink being a girls colour prompting many girls to favor it, in turn 
making it appear natural for girls to like the colour pink (ibid.). Nielsen presents that gender is 
expressed both “ in a structural and symbolic way “ (ibid.). The structure refers to the social 
structures that for example it is primarily men that become prime ministers, that women earn less on 
average than men or that women tend to the house. These structures lead to gender symbols and 
discourses on gender, when just about every prime minister has been male, it becomes natural to 
think of men as leading figures. Which in turn sediments discourses in society that recreates the 
structures, all while the individual is unaware of it (ibid.: 18). Truths are here established, that 
incorporates discourses on knowledge and the designation of their claims of truth in relation to the 
existing structures. To children these structures and symbols come to represent, and create, double-
standards concerning the different expectations for boys and girls:	

	
 “We use different standards for girls and boys, and this leads to different 
 interpretations when they exhibit the same behaviour. This is seldom recognized by 
 adults, who may even have the same intentional standards for boys and girls. One 
 mechanism is that ideals of equal treatment may go hand in hand with actual 
 perceptions of what is normal for boys and girls.” (ibid.: 19) 
Nielsen exemplifies this by arguing that in the event that a girl is found to be shy, is attributed to her 
gender and it is hence of no concern. If a boy is found to be shy, then something might be wrong 
and someone should play some more football with him (ibid.). Nielsen defines these double 
standards as gender attribution, so to say, that the interpretation of a problem is understood in 
reference to the individuals gender (ibid.). It is contributed by Nielsen to the dichotomy of gender, 
the two genders are seen as binary opposites. The values attributed to one, is seen as the opposite in 
the other because of this (ibid.: 1920). A hierarchy is established by this differentiation of gender 
and values inherent to them, that prompts the male to be the norm and the female to be the other 
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(ibid.). Nielsen argues that these norms based in masculine and feminine values are not a matter of 
the biological conditions but rather:	

	
 “ In short: Are notions of masculinity and femininity actually dependent on aspects 
 other than biological sex; and does biological sex play any significant role at all when 
 it come to who is judged to a ‘real man’ and a ‘real woman’? The question raised here 
 is whether there is such a thing as natural femininity and natural masculinity. The 
 answer is no. Whatever standards we may have for femininity and masculinity, they 
 are normative constructions, supported by historical, structural and institutional 
 arrangements.“ ( ibid.: 20) 
While Nielsen contends that gender is both biological and cultural and that it is not always possible 
to separate what belongs where, she argues that it is more important to view the body as part of our 
situation  the body is perceived differently culturally and socially and without these biology has no 
meaning in itself (ibid.). The development of the body for a girl does not explain the insecurity she 
feels because she is being bullied (ibid.: 24). This is related to the personal gender:	

	
 “Personal gender concerns are the way we fit into (or do not fit well into), identify 
 with or protest against available cultural models of gender“ (ibid.: 22) 
The social gender on the other hand:	

	
 “[is] the sum of norms and expectations that a given society has concerning men and 
 women“ (ibid.: 24)	

The power that exists in the discourse is that, not only are individuals subjected to normative 
understandings of gender, but they themselves are the reproducers of them, marking themselves 
with the values that are true to their gender. The gender-identity is formulated through the gendered 
experiences in societal life (ibid.: 245). Gender becomes constructed through the everyday 
experiences of the indviduals and are in turn negotiated and positioned accordingly in relation to 
others. This hierachial structure is much more open to adults than it is to children as they are 
subjected to it by adults it is therefore necessary to consider it, Nielsen argues, in the discourse on 
pedagogy (ibid.). Nielsen reiterates Kampmann to a certain extent in that she acknowledges the 
importance of understanding genderpatterns, but where he points to the negotiation between the 
children themselves as well, Nielsen instead looks to the overall disciplinary discourses on gender 
that is found in society and the adult world. Nielsen does not share Søndergaards focus on the 
articulation of said discourses but rather looks to the structures to which they create. One thing that 
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is visible in all three is the conclusive nature in their argumentation on social practices as being the 
main defining structure in the disciplinary discourses that gender-norms establish. 
!
3.3.4 An Example of the Social Constructivist Discourse 
The Kindergarten Egalia, located in Stockholm, practices what is defined as genus-pedagogy or 
gender-pedagogy. Their starting point is that they are actively attempting to deviate from the norms 
that have been established in society concerning boys and girls:	

	
 Translation: “We believe that, when we in society, generally talk of ‘man’ and 
 ‘woman’, these words are strongly influenced by myths about gender. At Egalia, we 
 believe that the traditional perceptions of ‘feminine’ and ‘masculine’ have affected us 
 humans to separate by gender. We find, that even small children are in society aware 
 of the differences in gender and what is considered appropriate for girls and boys 
 respectively. This limits the possibilities of life for us men and women and we at 
 Egalia believe, we have an important task in changing this.” (Genus-policy in Egalia, 
 2013) 
Their aim is to create a basis of pedagogy that is completely equal and focuses on the individual 
child's identity rather than gender:	

	
 Translation: “Our goal is to offer every child a rhythm of life. All children should have 
 access and right to all of life possibilities” (Genuspolicy in Egalia, 2013) 
Their entry point is to eliminate gender-aware terminology from the language used. Instead of 
saying he or she, they use the term hen, a gender-neutral pronoun derived from Finnish. Instead of 
saying boys or girls they say friends. Lotte Rajalin, the leader of the institution explains:	

	
 Translation: “ It is not because they are wrong or dirty words. But we as adults are 
 full of facts, experiences and information that is adherent. In order to break this and 
 think freely, we change the words. If we need a group designation we say ‘friends’ and 
 ‘children’ and not ‘boys’ and ‘girls’ . It is so easy to say: Are there any boys who want 
 to play soccer? Are there any savvy girls, who want to help in the kitchen? It is a way 
 to exclude.” (Rajalin in Nielsen, 2011b) 
The childrens books, both in text and image, are specifically made with the intent of not limiting the 
possiblies of the characters genders and hence the possibilities of gender-identities for the children 
(ibid.). The Leader of the institution, Rajalin elaborates:	
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 Translation: “It is difficult for a boy to have ballet as his main interest. It is difficult 
 for a girl to choose a sport where your muscle grow extensively. We limit the lives of 
 people by saying things are girlish or boyish. Vi enhance the children's feeling of ‘me’ 
 or ‘I’ by working with genuspedagogy. I am me, and I am alright as I am. You are you, 
 and you’re alright as you are. It is okay that we are different. I believe that in twenty 
 years it will be a lot easier to be ‘different’ in a classroom. We are also a part of the 
 breaking down of fixed roles of gender when it comes to choosing an education, which 
 will bring dynamics to the different professions.“ (ibid.)	

Their is solely on the social aspect, they do not wish to affect girls to be boys and vice versa, the 
intent is to solely express the possibility of all types of identity for the specific child. (ibid.)  
The theoretical discourse behind this approach can be traced back to Nielsen, Kampmann and 
Søndergaard in that their truths are all apparent here. As Egalia’s genuspolicy is based on the 
constructivist ideals of social practices and language as an active marker. Like Søndergaard, Rajalin 
points to the effect that language as on the (self)perception of the individual and how the normative 
understandings come to discipline the possibilities of that individual in terms of genderidentities. 
Egalia chooses to eliminate these normative understandings completely by barring them from the 
articulation concerning the subject. The mechanism that is hoped to be affeced by this is the same as 
Nielsen defines as the social gender, in which the gender of the individual is created. By being 
attentive to the articulatory conceptions used, they wish to alter the symbols and structures that lay 
at the basis of it. To Egalia this brings an emancipation from the discourses of society in that they 
are not measured in relation to their genderperception and biological gender. By not attaching the 
identities possible, to gender, they are making a new form of negotiation, the children inbetween 
and with the adults, possible as in Kampmann’s conceptualization.	

!
3.4 Part Conclusion 
 
3.4.1 The biologically Essentialist Discourse 
The biologically essentialist discourse on gender is sedimented, in all three accounts as well as the 
empirical example of Triton, in an understanding of differences between boys and girls as being 
inherent to the biological part of gender. Zlotnik deems gender as a natural entity, one that is 
impossible to exclude. Within Zlotnik a disciplinary discourse on children is created in his rejection 
of the term instead referring to them as either boys or girls. The knowledge on children’s behaviour 
is to him delegated to two subsystems that infer rules on when and how the children are either 
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progressing or deviating from the normative. Knudsen represents a discourse under the same as 
Zlotnik, with the alteration that there is a sense of coconstitution between the social practices and 
the biological point of origin, however constraining the social to be causal relationship to the 
biological. Knudsen, like Zlotnik, invokes the same subjective position and truth that Zlotnik does, 
namely that boys and girls and the systems of knowledge of inherent to them are not the same. 
While Zlotnik deems this knowledge to stem from their inherent differences. Knudsen argues that 
these differences, while still anchored in the biological structure of each gender, develop over time 
and are expressed through differentiated social practices. Jensen argues that because of the societal 
shift from paternal to maternal values, the sons are mistreated. He invokes the argumentation that 
children like their adult versions are projections of either the paternal values in the case of the boy 
or the maternal in the case of the girl. Instead of arguing for inherent biological differences, Jensen 
instead argues that the discourse on boys and girls differ in the cultural values to which they are the 
bearers and signifiers of. Society, to Jensen, disciplines the children because of these conceptions by 
analysing them differently while the child at the same time craves the input of the values to which 
they are accustomed in an abstract systemic sense. Triton and De Fire Elementer is an expression of 
form of discursive knowledge by the active separation of boys and girls in their attempt to invoke 
both genders to mature the values of each other. By boys not being present, the girls must take up 
the culture which they represent, and vice versa. Their entry point is in a normative understanding 
of what the gender represents, in the boys’ case its the army paraphernalia and knights in armor and 
the girls’ in jewellerymaking and nuances of pink and lightblue. All which allows the children to 
learn to communicate with their own gender and learn its values. There is a strong sense of 
discipline in this, as the children are regulated under a system of knowledge that claims to know all 
facets of what they should like or need to do because of their biological traits, and in turn this 
affects their selfperception and the identities, possible within their gender. This is also partly due to 
the fact that there is a strong belief that identity is inherent in the gender which one is born into. The 
two male pedagogues establishes a discourse on gender by contributing assets to either the 
masculine or its feminine counterpart. The conception of the male pedagogue is one of action and 
differentiated methods, whereas the feminine is again ascribed to inferior values when compared to 
the male. Both men express the same values as Jensen defines as paternal, rearticulating them and 
employing them in their critique of the female dominance in kindergartens defining themselves in 
the process as necessary. 
!
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3.4.2 The Social Constructivist Discourse 
Kampmann argues that gender is subjected to a multiplicity of discourses that are all combatting the 
truths of one another. He argues that gender is found in several subdiscourses, for example the ‘poor 
boys’ and its conflict with the general discourse. To Kampmann the question of the discourse on 
children and gender is subjected to a maintaining of ‘oldfashioned’ ideals on the roles of each 
gender. In order for children to not be subjected to these stereotypes, the discourses on gender must 
change for adults as it is mirrored in the selfdiscipline and selfperception of boys and girls and their 
mutual negotiation of perceptions of each other. The articulation of masculinity and femininity and 
their respective attributes lies at the heart of the power over children in that it serves to be the 
inspiration to their own discourses. The children reproduce and subject themselves to these 
discourses because they are disciplined to it by the imagery which they meet in their understanding 
of the adult society. Søndergaard points to the articulations of these discourses as the source of the 
problem. The attribution of certain characteristics to a gender, bars the other from obtaining it, or at 
least not without being viewed as a deviating individual  so to say they are subjected to the 
normative and disciplinary tools of stereotypical values inscribed in a societal discourse on men and 
women. It is because of genders creation on the social practices that this takes place. Søndergaard 
points to the nature of the subjection that an individual is subjected to when one articulates him or 
her, because deviations from the normative understandings invokes the use of presuppotisions 
designed to make one aware of the deviation. Nielsen presents a similar reasoning in that it is in the 
cultural understandings of gender that normative understandings arise and prompt the subject to 
subject him or herself to it, by which it is reproduced anew. Nielsen contends with Kampmann on 
the importance of understanding the patterns of gender that exists in order to understand the power 
that it has over children in their reiteration of it. Egalia is an attempt to accommodate the problem 
of gender in both language and practice. By invoking gender-neutral language, the children are not 
subjected to presuppositions concerning their actions and are instead free to define themselves 
through the interaction with others. Egalia through this attempts eliminate the disciplinary power of 
normative understandings by letting the children define themselves and their identity separately 
from their gender. By being attentive to the language used, Egalia attempts to strip the symbols and 
structures from their origin in gender and instead emancipate the boy and girl from the expectations 
and the systems of knowledge of they are progressing. In Kampmann conceptualization this allows 
for a new negotiation between the children and between them and the adults. 	

!
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4.0 - Analysis 
This chapter seeks to analyse whether or not the two major discourses on gender are reproduced in 
Kernehuset on account of there not being a discourse on gender defined in their plan of action. 
Furthermore it seeks to, via the Foucauldian concepts, to understand what logics are utilised and 
where these logics adhere in terms of discourse. The analysis is first and foremost an presentation of 
the interview conducted. Secondly it is the discussion of the previously mentioned logics and their 
consequences for the subjectification both of the pedagogues in relation to their perception of 
themselves and others. In the analysis the pedagogues, Rikke and Karina, are noted by their first 
letter (R & K) in the quotations, and the interviewer by the same rules (I).	

!
4.1 The Overall Discourse of Kernehuset 
The kindergarten Kernehuset does not work explicitly with gender, instead focusing on providing 
agerelated challenges. In their required plan of action they argue that because every child is unique 
regardless of ethnicity, religion, language and social relations, every child must be treated as such 
and with equal opportunities (Kernehuset, 2013). Their main focus is that the pedagogic discourse 
is based on the needs of the child and not the legislation that provides the framework the pedagogic 
work. Through allowing the children the freedom to play and define their own social networks and 
relations, Kernehuset argues that the children will develop empathic skillsets and learn to associate 
themselves with others in a constructive manner. Kernehuset is subjected to six points, to which 
they must adhere and further develop in their pedagogic work, the points are:	

	
 Translation: “Social Relations, Inclusion and Community, The Effort to Improve 
 Language, Cooperation, Between Parents and Institution, Coherence and Transition 
 and Requirements, reflections and methodic consistency in the pedagogic 
 practice” (Pejlemærker in Kernehuset, 2013)	

Kernehuset chose in 2013, to focus on the second pointer, Inclusion and Community, as they wished  
to mark 2013 the year where every single child in care had achieved at least one relation of 
comradery and interaction (Pejlemærker in Kernehuset, 2013). To ensure the success of this, 
Kernehuset set up points of interest, to which the childrens progression or regression could be 
analysed. First and foremost, the children should be analysed by way of cognition. Secondly the 
pedagogues should release the children and only interfere with the free play practice should it turn 
destructive or otherwise interruptive to general atmosphere of the kindergarten (ibid.). By the use of 
profiling forms and schemes, the progression of the children will be documented so that it may be 
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included in the analysis of the children with the parents and specialists (ibid.). Gender is absolutely 
nowhere to be found in any source material presented by Kernehuset in relation to the six points 
above (ibid.). This makes Kernehuset an interesting case as gender is not inscribed in their 
pedagogic discourse, instead replaced with other signifiers such as ethnicity or the agerelated 
challenges. The children are documented through their profiling schemes and the question then 
stands, how is gender perhaps interfering with the analysis of the children that is then documented.	

!
4.2.1 Gender In Kernehuset - An Interview With Two Pedagogues 
In the absence of gender in the guidelines for the pedagogic discourse, the authors of this project 
conducted an interview with two pedagogues, Rikke and Karina, in order to understand how they 
perceived the concept and if it inscribed itself into their daily practices. The following is the 
analysis of their articulations on the subject as well as the conceptual understandings that they 
adhere to. This chapter will analyse not only the articulations and their understandings in the 
Foucauldian concepts which have been presented. They will also be analysed in relation to the two 
discourses and their derivatives presented in chapter three.	

!
4.2.2 Acknowledging the Biological Differences Between Boys and Girls	

Both Rikke and Karina concedes to the idea that gender is, or the perception of it, a mixture 
between parenting or education and the biological differences one is born with. When asked how 
these differences come about, this becomes evident in:	

	
 Translation: 	

	
 “K: “It’s very much related to how mom and dad educates, “you’re so pretty“... 
 Because she is a girl she must wear fancy dress and wear necklaces 
 every day. Like XX who comes here with necklaces and is ‘girly’.                                                                                                                  
 R:  But I also believe that there certain things, which are naturally incorporated in 
 gender something that you are born with. something you can’t change.“ (Appendix, 
 1: 2-3) 
Both Rikke and Karina believe that there is a coconstitution between the biological parts, with 
which one is born, and the social space in which one resides. Neither Karina nor Rikke defines 
which of the two comes first instead arguing that the two influence one another (ibid.: 18). While 
they cannot assert which comes first, they do argue that the differences between boys and girls can 
be seen in the daycare:	
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 Translation:	
  
	
 “K: Because you can.. Well we work with the the children in the kindergarten. But if 
 you go to the daycare, that does not have dolls or cars and alike. They have, How do 
 you put it, gender-neutral toys  but there is still a different approach as to how they 
 play with it. 
 I: So there is a difference between a boy and a girl picking up a doll?  
 R: Yes there is. And it’s crazy to see how the girl picks it up more naturally 
 (Rikkegestures picking up a doll and holding it in her arms) and cares for it, where a 
 boy picks it up by the leg. It is not all of them that does it, but you can experience 
 those differences there I think, even though they are so young.“ (ibid.: 3)	

Rikke further elaborates that this is because the girls are born with an unconscious difference from 
the boys:	

	
 Translation: 
 “R: I think it is that unconscious.. That difference which we are born with 
 K: That biological..  
 R: Yes! It seems unconscious. It think that there is.. A different type of care in some of 
 the girls.“ (ibid: 8) 
Rikke here contributes a set of values to the girls that is not inherent to the boys, establishing a 
consensus to a gender norm found in the biologically essentialist discourse. After the exchange 
above, Karina points out that this is also due to how one defines care. Karina points out that boys 
can in fact be just as caring it depends on how one defines the concept of it (ibid.). Both Karina and 
Rikke are adamant in arguing that this is not derived from their own perception but merely an 
observation as the children themselves are aware of their differences. This is also partly due to their 
overall discourse on pedagogy, Rikke and Karina maintains that all the children must have the same 
opportunities as a point of origin. Karina exemplifies the above by portraying a scene wherein she 
was sitting at a table with a mix of children and one of the boys started to point to the others saying 
“ you are a boy “ to the girls and the other way around. And the children upon being mistaken, or 
teased, refused the claim correcting him, to which Karina and Rikke concludes that they are very 
aware of both their own individual gender but also that of the group to which they belong:	

	
 Translation: 
	
 “K: and they really do get angry and say “ i’m not a girl, i’m a boy “, they get very.. 
 they are very adamant in maintaining it. And then he keeps going and saying “ no you 
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 are a girl “ and then they completely break down because I am not a girl, I am a boy, 
 so why does he keep saying that?! So in that sense, it is very deep in them, that I am a 
 boy, nobody is going to tell me I am a girl. 
 R: But it is difficult, because we cultivate that we should be the same, or equal, that 
 all should have the same opportunities and so on. But at the same time it is just 
 important that the children have a sense of who they are bit more the same as  it is 
 actually very important for them to know who is a girl and who is a boy. I think that... 
 All people need to be a part of a group or need to be something special. Which is why 
 I think you should... 
 K: (disrupts) Yes but I was thinking more about that while of course their identity 
 should be built upon which gender they are, that is obvious. As this is a piece of 
 personal development and a way by which they develop and mature and become a 
 human being. And I think that the thing with inclusion and things like that and gender, 
 that that is something you can relate to activities or the way you play or the way you 
 are with others. So long as there is nothing that is decisive for the gender, that is is the 
 foundation that you know who you are and you know who the one next to you is then 
 you can choose from that... We, the adults, are here to create these offers to the 
 children in relation to options and optouts. And they have to be there regardless if you 
 are a boy or a girl.  
 R: And that is the challenge sometimes.“ (ibid.: 5) 
Rikke and Karina here both argue that while the children should be aware of their own gender and 
that of others, it must not inhibit their options. Both however find it difficult to maintain this as, 
Rikke especially has different expectations for them. Rikke argues that when someone is hurt she 
expects that she must tell a boy to help whereas the girls will do it independently (ibid.: 9). they 
point out that while they may have certain expectations the children themselves are reflecting their 
gender in the way they organize and play. When they play household in the pretendkitchen they 
have installed, the gender roles are very normative, the girls are the mothers, daughters and sisters 
and boys are the fathers, sons and brothers. Karina argues that this is because this is what feels 
natural to them and that it is a reproduction of their families at home and that a girl does not want to 
be a father (ibid.: 245). This is because the children enact what they experience at home:	

	
 Translation: 
	
 “R: They [the roles] are created from a reflection of their reality K: And their mom 
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 and dad, yes, from their familial experience K: What they say and do is a reflection of 
 what they experience (ibid.: 20) 
That they are attracted to different roles and thereby the culture to which they represent also 
becomes apparent when Rikke explains that when the young male trainee, who comes in a couple of 
afternoons each week, the boys immediately gravitate to him as they believe that he will play with 
them in a different way than Rikke believes she or Karina will. The biologically essentialist 
discourse described this as being a natural occurrence as boys and the values they represent are 
different than the the values that girls represent.This also pertains to the former example of 
household wherein Karina argued that the girls do not want to play the father as he is not who they 
identify with. The roles represent their identification with the paternal or maternal role to which 
they see their parents as enacting. It becomes apparent that both Rikke and Karina and in turn the 
children maintain a normative perception of genderroles as the children do not wish to enact the 
ones that do not fit with their perception (ibid.: 19-20). Rikke concedes that there is a reproduction 
of norms or the perception of them from her side but points out that she is consciously trying to 
remedy it by changing her actions. Where she previously asked the girls for help, because she 
believed them to be more willing. Now she asks the one who is closest, but maintaining that this is a 
conscious choice as her previous line of action was unconscious. To a certain extent this also marks 
a line of examples where both Rikke and Karina deliberately eliminate gender from their language 
in order to focus on the inclusion of each child. For example when going on an excursion they 
choose indiscriminately instead focusing on age and who have a need to be with others . They point 
out that to focus on gender while maintaining their current discourse would be a negative 
implementation as they would not be able to do anything without having to consider what the 
gender of the children mean in relation to the activity (ibid.: 9-10). At the same time they argue that 
when one looks at a group such as the two individual gender’s, oftentimes the individual is lost 
because of the lack of focus on it (ibid.: 22). While they do not articulate gender in their pedagogic 
practice themselves they acknowledge that much of society and media is articulate the concept. The 
example on the girl who comes in dresses and necklaces every day, the design of clothes for boys 
and girls in different colours for each, the toys they play with etc. Both Rikke and Karina through 
this are acknowledging that there are certain cultural definitions of masculinity and femininity and 
while they argue that they do not consciously reproduce them, the interview grants certain examples 
of them unconsciously ascribing to them. An example is Karina’s wish to have male pedagogues in 
the institution as they would have a different take on the pedagogic discourse. A different take to 
which she deems is rooted in the fact that his experiences as a man concerning playing as a child 
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would be different from hers as a woman. Furthermore Rikke argues that because she is a woman 
her way of practising pedagogy is different because her gender constitutes a part of her experience 
(ibid.: 3). Rikke argues this because she thinks that when they had male students from the 
pedagogic seminar, the boys acted different around them than around her, that they expected 
something else. Rikke argues that she unconscoiusly try to meet them in what she believes they 
want to do, for example when a boy doesn’t have anything to do she offers him to sets of activities 
which she believes he would want to do. Rikke admits that she should instead mix them up and then 
see what happens in order to see if what she does has any consequence for the boys. (ibid.: 19-20)	

So far it has been highlighted that while Rikke and Karina maintains the overall discourse in 
Kernehuset by trying to not articulate gender in their offerings but ultimately failing in certain 
aspects as their preconceptions shine through in their analysis of the childrens pattern of play and 
the subjections they create in relation to which roles they believe the children wish to be set in and 
why. They are acknowledging that it is in part due to a cultural definitions of norms in society that 
lead the children to see themselves in certain roles and to incorporate certain values. A topic that 
highlights Rikke and Karina’s understanding of boys and girls as being different from one another is 
when the topic is the boys’ needs. While both Rikke and Karina are careful to argue that the 
pedagogues must not do what is described above, they eventually feel they fall short when they 
have to engage the boys:	

	
 Translation: 
 “K: As adults, we need to be careful as to not make the girls into the girls and thereby 
 seeing them as being quiet and calm. And the boys as those who are always told they 
 are loud and need to go outside. You think it into everyday life, and sometimes you 
 have to slow yourself down. And I actually think I have a tendency of doing that 
 sometimes; I have a tendency of doing those quiet ‘cut and paste’ things with the girls, 
 where the boys can then come…  
 R: Instead of offering it to the boys  
 K: Yes. But the resources are not always there to do the things the boys often ask for. 
 And for that I think we need some men, because we are only women in the 
 kindergarten. I really think we are missing that. I would really like that  
 (Appendix, 1: 1) 
This reflects Rikke and Karina’s feeling of inadequacy towards the boys as their needs are not met 
in the current form of the kindergarten nor in its discourse. Rikke argues that it because it does not 
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come to a woman naturally to play the rougher games that the boys are asking for (ibid.: 2). There is 
a close connection here between what Gideon Zlotnik and Henrik Jensen both have argued as this 
feeling of inadequacy stems, to Rikke and Karina, from men’s need to physically use their bodies 
more than women (ibid.). Rikke finds it problematic that kindergartens are being dominated by 
women as it also entails that what they can do dominates, and in her account this means that what 
the boys seek cannot be given. Both Rikke and Karina argue that because the way that boys are seen 
in modern day, with ADHD diagnosis’ etc. boys are being neglected in terms of resources and the 
structures of the kindergarten (ibid.: 21). Rikke argues that this is also partly due to the way that 
modern kindergartens are designed in a very gender-conscious way directed at the girls, where they 
can sit and do things which is not a value ascribed to boys:	

	
 Translation:  
 “K: Honestly, I think it is because of the way that boys are viewed today with 
 ADHD and alike that the resources....  
 R: (interrupts) and the structures  
 K: And the structures are just really, really bad. And I really don’t think it has 
 something to do with the boys being boys, it is just the environment that they are in. “
 (Appendix, 1: 16)	

Karina and Rikke argue that this ‘mistreatment’ of boys is also partly due to the overwhelming 
number of female pedagogues, because their conceptions of what is needed stems from their own 
experiences, where those of a man would counter that and balance it, ensuring both genders have 
opportunities. Karina and Rikke point out that the room in which the interview was conducted was 
previously their ‘bouncingroom’ with pillows for fighting and alike. This room was remade into a 
makeshift arts and crafts workshop where the children had to sit still and concentrate, something 
which Karina and Rikke believes was more girl oriented (ibid.: 17). This further troubles the 
previous assertion that the offers must be given to all, as the offers are sedimented in a discourse on 
girls to which the boys are then offered, which both Karina and Rikke find problematic. This is 
problematic because Rikke and Karina define them as different, through adhering to normative 
genderperceptions, hence the offers are inclined more to one and than the other.	

While Rikke and Karina agree with the biologically essentialist discourse on gender being 
sedimented in biology they show a strong disagreement in the example of Triton deeming it 
unnatural to separate the children. Here their adherence to Kernehuset’s own discourse come into 
play as they still believe in the equal opportunities for the boys and the girls. Rikke does however 
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acknowledge that a place such as Triton is better equipped in that it must have activities specifically 
designed for both genders (ibid.: 10). Both pedagogues also agree with Jensen in his refusal of the 
gender-equal approach from Egalia, in that they both believe it to be too extreme (ibid.: 9-10).	

!
4.3 Discussion 
As described in chapter 4.2, Karina and Rikke construct their conscious conception of gender on 
everyday experiences, practices and impressions. While they are aware of the existence of gender-
norms, they choose not to accept them in their practice in the kindergarten. Instead they focus on 
the identity of the individual child and his or her’s development. This is done both in terms of 
practicality, e.g time and resources, but also because of the decision to work with inclusion and 
community as their main discursive practice. They argue that these two topics may be neglected in a 
gender conscious approach because such approaches favour the focus on the group rather than the 
individual. Karina and Rikke do not see gender as having relevance to their everyday practices. 
Gender does however inflict a certain influence on Karina and Rikke’s pedagogic practice through 
their unconscious practices. Both pedagogues view gender as being manifested in the biological 
body, and certain gender-norms or patterns of action as stemming from the masculine and feminine 
conceptions inherent in their discourse. This is both seen in their offers to the children in relation to 
which toys they offer, their understanding of why a girl does not wish to play the father as it is 
unnatural to her and in their inclination towards having male pedagogues. The part of the male 
pedagogues is in virtue of their masculine attributes that alter how they interact with the children. 
This does also reflect Karina and Rikke’s conception of their own limitations as they, by the role 
and values of women are limited in how they can interact with the children, they are restricted, they 
believe, by their femininity or at least what they attribute to it. They are regulating themselves in 
their perception of their possible conduct through their perception of what a man and a woman is 
capable of. By it being true to them that men and women are different in codes of conduct and 
values, they are selfdisciplining themselves and limiting what they are capable of. Neither Karina 
nor Rikke defer to talk of biological differences between themselves and their male counterparts, 
instead they argue that they believe the experiences and education that men have gotten to be 
different, to which they hold so true that it regulates their own behaviour. They acknowledge that 
the subjection of men and women to different ideals to be true which in turn prompts them to expect 
different modes of development from the children, despite not wishing to do so. This both relates to 
adhering to the manifestation of different cultural norms for both genders as presented by Jensen, 
which in turn is seen by the social constructivist discourse as being undermining to the equal 
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treatment. Rikke and Karina are however not alone in this perception they argue. First and foremost 
the parenting of the children today is manifested in the same normative perception which reflects in 
the childrens pattern of play for example when the children are playing family in the playkitchen. 
Their roles are fixed in a mirroring of what they hold to be true, equally, according to Foucault, 
subjecting themselves to the normative understandings and regulating themselves accordingly 
refuting roles to which they see no reason for them to be in. Karina and Rikke are more likely to 
reproduce this discourse as the conception of a naturally fixed, at least as the primary part, gender 
as they are seemingly unaware of social practices to which their statements could be seen as an 
expression. Rikke’s example that a girl holds the the doll in a more natural way than the boy could 
through language, culture or structure be analysed as a norm that is socially constituted rather than 
to argue that she does it naturally because she is a girl. There are several places in the interview 
were they express their concern that the boys do not get the attention that they need. Nor are their 
natural need to tumble and play rough met in the kindergarten as it is constructed to cater to what is 
perceived as feminine values, e.g. creative but quiet modes of play, that normatively appeal to the 
girls. As shown before both Rikke and Karina feel inadequate to do the activities they feel are 
natural for boys to do, and instead favor girl activities such as, making pearl or painting nails. In 
relation to their discourse and the truth this discourse contains of what is normal. Rikke and Karina 
ascribe different discourses to boys and girls, and also infer that these discourses are culturally and 
biologically rooted. This assumptions made by them is evident in Zlotnik’s discourse where it is 
defined that there are natural differences between boys and girls. He uses this as a starting point to 
describe that the needs of boys are neglected in the modern society because of the major influence 
of feminine gender-norms. He would agree with them on their argument that more male pedagogues 
would be advantageous as they relate to the boys in a more natural way. They do however still share 
they overall truth namely that the two genders are different, biologically, with both Jensen, Knudsen 
and Zlotnik. The social constructivist discourse views the differentiation of boys and girls on the 
basis of the special needs of boys in a different manner. Kampmann direcly critizes the practice and 
argues that it is excactly because of this perception of masculinity in the normative understanding 
that the boys are limited in their possible identitites. Søndergaard should be seen as critizing the 
approach through the language that Rikke and Karina uses in defining the children and 
subsequently subjecting them to sedimented modes of understanding in their gender-influenced 
articulations. Nielsen’s argumentation of the use of doublestandards that are ascribed to boys and 
girls would here be seen as critizing the two different discourses that Rikke and Karina establish for 
boys and girls as they are establishing norms and symbols to which the children adhere. Karina and 
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Rikke are however not the responsible for this but rather the societal discourse to which they adhere 
is the problem as it is this structure that creates the normative perceptions, any individual exercising 
them are a mere expression of it. These discourses on gender are deemed natural by Rikke and 
Karina and are by them subsequently seen as established by the parenting, media and society in 
general. Rikke attempts to change her behaviour to a more neutral discourse in her awareness of her 
bias in asking the girls for help rather than the children. She changes it by changing her articulations 
to instead be gender-neutral in asking whomever is closest. Through all this, it is apparent that 
Karina and Rikke both discipline the children in relation to their gender. They do not do it, in terms 
of a conscious choice, but rather that they are just as influenced and subjected to the societal 
disscursive definitions of men and women as the parents and children they portray in their 
examples. This should be seen in the Foucauldian terms of the subject and power. While Karina and 
Rikke may be viewed as the beholders of power in the kindergarten, they are but mere expressions 
of a societal discourse on men and women that deem them to be different and their capabilities and 
norms to be so as well. Rikke and Karina’s reproduction of certain truths, that embody the 
biologically essentialist discourse are reflections of their own subjections to them. Power in 
Foucault is, as described in chapter 2.4, not a matter of direct or fascist oppression though it can be, 
but rather the creation of subjects that will reproduce said power. And Karina and Rikke are 
examples of this. Their understanding of society is a direct reflection of the oppressive regime to 
which they are subjected and despite their focus on inclusion and communitiy and the focus on the 
individual child, they are unable to diverge from their preconceptive ideas of what each gender 
wants in a biologically essentialist understanding.	

!
5.0 - Conclusion 
This chapter will first answer the two research questions to sum up the two previous chapters. After 
this the problem formulation will be answered on the basis of the analysis and the discussion that 
followed.	

!
5.1 Answering Research Question #1 
Triton can be seen as an expression of Gideon Zlotnik’s biologically essentialist discourse in their 
shared truth owing to their focus being on establishing that boys and girls are inherently different. 
Triton segregates boys and girls in order to accommodate the weaker parts of their biological 
gender, as Zlotnik advises, is needed in order for them to develop in the most beneficial way. The 
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truth to those advocating this discourse is that the biological differences constitute all matters of 
social life for the individual as its entry point lies in the biological gender. The social male or 
female body is an expression of the biological conditions under which it is constituted rendering it 
impossible to not accommodate these conditions. This is the argumentation employed by Triton, 
that in order to promote equality each gender must be engaged socially in relation to the biological 
gender. Zlotnik nor Triton refutes that social practices are a part of the definition of genderroles, 
however they refute that equal treatment means treating each gender the same. Both are in 
agreement with Knudsen here, who also consents that the environment has an influence on the 
child’s development. Triton can be seen as being the ideal environment envisioned by Zlotnik and 
Knudsen’s discourses as it permits the differentiated methods needed to accommodate the 
differences and subsequent weaknesses that both Zlotnik and Knudsen argue to be evident in 
modern children. Jensen, perhaps owing to the metatheoretical level on which he resides does not 
have as direct a link to Triton as the other two. However his school of thought is still a part of the 
shared truth in the biologically essentialist discourse.	

Kampmann argues that the conception of children's behaviour is rooted in a societal discourse on 
normative behaviour to which the children are compared. He criticises the biologically essentialist 
discourse and its advocates for maintaining this through their argumentation on the inherent 
differences in the two genders. Children are in their behaviour reflecting the normative 
understandings they have of their adult counterparts in their social environments. Kampmann 
argues that the sedimentation of genderroles are being reproduced by the children in their reflection 
and subsequently used to manage gender and its implications the children inbetween. Egalia seeks 
to nullify this problem of fixed genderroles by removing the gender from both language and 
practice. By doing this it is argued that the children will be allowed to equip a wider variety of self-
perceptions as they are not locked in an internal negotiation concerning gender with each other. 
These implementations can be seen in direct relation to the actions advocated by Kampmann, 
Søndergaard and Nielsen in their focus the social practices and language. By stripping language of 
gender related articulations they are subsequently removing the symbols and values which they 
possess, making it possible for the children to redefine them in an emancipated social environment.	

!
5.2 Answering Research Question #2 
Rikke and Karina’s focus is on the individual child. They adhere to their overall discourse in 
Kernehuset through this. Both Rikke and Karina view boys and girls, women and men, to be 
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different from both a biological but also a cultural point of view. They construct this view based on 
their everyday practices, experiences and impressions. Both view gender as being manifested in the 
biological body but also as being reflections of the cultural definitions of masculinity and 
femininity. There is an inclination to differentiation between the two genders in their conceptions of 
what they normally would want to play and in their perception of the roles they believe the childs 
wants to encompass. They also view themselves as being different from their male counterparts as 
well as limited in their relation to the boys in the kindergarten. They argue that male pedagogues 
bring something else to the table as well as being more naturally inclined in their relationship with 
the boys, something which they feel they cannot. Their own articulations concerning their own 
gender and the male differ in values and expectations both in relation to the children and to 
themselves. Despite not wishing to do so they are still creating different subject positions for the 
boys and the girls as they view them and their behaviour based on two different sets of knowledge. 
Rikke and Karina both to a certain extent reproduce the biologically essentialist discourse, not 
because they are direct advocates of it, but because the truths to which it adheres are to them 
inscribed in their understanding of normative genderroles. The boys wish to do certain things and 
the girls wish to do other things, the boys play one role in the family game, and the girls another. 
This is a natural reflection of the normative roles found in society both for the children as well as 
Rikke and Karina. The two pedagogues are themselves subjected to the truths found in the 
biologically essentialist discourse as they, though in a position of power in the kindergarten, are not 
in one in the societal discourse.	

!
5.3 Answering the Problem Formulation 
The second research question has already answered the first part of the problem formulation, 
namely that the biologically essentialist discourse is being reproduced because its truths are 
inscribed in both Rikke and Karina’s perception of normative genderroles. Rikke and Karina both 
argue that the defining of boys and girls as being different are everywhere in society. In the media 
they are portrayed differently, they are offered different toys in terms of consumption and their 
parents are reflections of this normativity in terms of familyroles. Whether or not one finds this to 
be problematic in their pedagogic practice depends on two things. First and foremost both Rikke 
and Karina are utilising other means of ensuring the best possible development for the children 
namely Inclusion and Community. Hence it depends on whether or not one feels that gender must 
play an active role in the discourse of any kindergarten. Secondly it depends on whether or not one 
adheres to either of the two discourses. If one is an advocate of the biologically essentialist 
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discourse then the two pedagogues are commended for, not always consciously though, in trying to 
ensure each gender has the optimal conditions for development. Furthermore Rikke and Karina’s 
reflections on gender and the need for more male pedagogues would be applauded as being a 
necessity in the kindergartens of the future. However the opposing discourse would deem that both 
pedagogues have fallen victim to the symbols and values inscribed in each gender and that they, by 
the inscription of them into themselves, are reproducing a mode of power unconsciously. They are 
defining behaviour both their own and the childrens on the basis of a regime of knowledge defining 
what is normative and what is not. And it is here that power presents itself in its most intricate form. 
From a Foucauldian point of view, Rikke and Karina are even though they use different tools to 
analyse the children rather than gender oriented ones, reproducing societal norms through which 
children are subjected and reproduced as subjects under a certain regime of knowledge. As 
previously mentioned Rikke and Karina are themselves subjected to this regime of normativity as it 
cripples their perception of what they are capable of in relation to children of the opposite gender. 
The conclusion through this is that because of the biologically essentialist discourses inscription 
into Rikke and Karina’s understanding of themselves and their possible actions, they become 
vessels of its reproduction. It is a question of the power that normativity has in its subjectification of 
the individual and the ability to make them conform to its truths and rituals.	

!
5.4 Perspective on the conclusion 
As the conclusion of this project was, that it is the normative conceptions and the power it is infused 
with that forces the pedagogues to subjectify their surroundings based on their understanding of 
their own gender and the other. A question arises, namely if this particular normative understanding 
of gender, i.e the biologically essentialist discourse is constituting stereotypical and discriminate 
modes of gender in modern day society. This project does not believe that Rikke and Karina are a 
special case. Rikke herself argued that she believes that kindergartens in Denmark have been 
dominated by femininity for a long time. And it would be interesting to analyse whether or not 
some normative consensus exists in todays pedagogues in terms of what gender means in a modern 
day kindergarten. This project has in part argued that the two pedagogues are a product of 
biologically and culturally normative understandings of gender and a project on a larger scale 
should be established to analyse whether or not this project should be considered a singular case, or 
if it is as Rikke argues, that these perceptions of masculinity and femininity are infused in modern 
institutions of education.	

!
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7.0 Appendages 
!
7.1 Transcript of the Interview 
!
The following is the transcript of the interview conducted on the 3rd of december at 
Kernehuset with Karina and Rikke.  
The names of any children are purposefully left out, replaced with XX.  !
K:Karina 
R:Rikke 
I:Interviewer  
(Handlesprog) 
!
Interview 
I: Hvad tænker i når i hører ordene køn og ligestilling i pædagogik, hvad betyder de for jer? 
K: Jeg tænker jo lidt, at køn, når de er så små som børnehavealderen, så syntes jeg jo at det jo ikke 
er noget der skal, hvor at man skal være, hvor man opdeler dem for meget eller de tænker for meget 
over, at jeg er pige, eller jeg er dreng, men det er selvfølgelig noget de begynder at være klar over, 
at der er forskel. Men at vi som voksne også skal passe på med at gøre pigerne til pigerne, så derfor 
ser man dem som værende stille og rolige, og drengene det er dem der altid får at vide at de larmer 
og nu skal i gå ud. Man tænker det ind i hverdagen, og man nogengange skal man bremse sig selv 
i.. og det tror jeg nemlig at jeg gør nogengange faktisk; at jeg har en tendens til lave de der lidt stille 
ting, sådan klippe klistre med pigerne, hvor drengene så kommer til 
R: I stedet for at tilbyde drengene det 
K: Ja, men ressourcerne er måske ikke altid til at man gå fra og gøre de ting som drengene tit 
efterspørger. Og der synes jeg jo vi mangler nogen mænd, for vi er faktisk kun kvinder i 
børnehaven, Så det synes jeg virkelig vi mangler. Det kunne jeg virkelig godt tænke mig. 
R: Men det handler jo også om at snakke om at vi jo er forskellig, f.eks du er en pige, jeg er en 
dreng, men vi er jo også forskellige selvom vi begge to er piger, men vi er alligevel også ens. Altså 
det er jo den balance jeg tænker... 
I: Hvad tænker du den balance betyder i forhold til at i som piger er ens eller at drenge bringer 
noget andet til bordet? Hvad betyder det? K: Den skal jeg lige have igen 
I: I taler om at i mangler mænd i institutionen. Hvad betyder det at der er mænd i institutionen? 
Hvad bringer de til bordet? 
! !                                                                                                                                       
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K: Det betyder jo at de måske har nogen andre forudsætninger for at have nogen andre lege fra 
dengang de var børn. Det ligger lidt i en at nogen lege fordi... Eller man kan sige piger leger jo også 
nogen drengelege men det er jo bare sådan at drenge de på en eller anden måde har sådan et fysisk 
behov for at bevæge sig og bruge kroppen og sådan nogen ting. Og det er måske bare nogengange 
lidt svært at få ind i hverdagen  altså vi prøver, vi har sådan en kælder hvor vi kan tage dem ned og 
lave sådan nogen fysiske ting. 
R: Men det er noget som vi skal være meget bevidste om, at hvis man så går i kælderen og laver 
lege, så går man ned og danser for eksempel. Jeg kan godt mærke at jeg skal udfordre mig selv 
nogengange for at gå ud og kæmpe med nogen af drengene og slås eller spille fodbold..... 
K: (Afbryder) Jeg synes faktisk det er sjovt , for der er boksehandsker dernede, og jeg synes det er 
enormt fedt at se de drenge blive helt oppe og køre over at man bokser og så lader man som om 
man falder når de rammer en sådan “ ååårh mand” og så falder man helt vildt. Det er sådan stærkt 
og sådan noget ikk... Og der kan jeg godt mærke at når jeg leger det med drengene så kan jeg godt 
mærke at hov det her det er der altså meget mere brug for men jeg synes bare at der så mange andre 
ting der fylder, og der tænker jeg at det kunne være så fedt med en mand som.... 
R: (afbryder) Det falder os ikke lige så naturligt 
K: Nej... Nej. 
I: Men disse forskelle, tror i at børnene selv er bevidste om de her kønsforskelle? 
K: Ja.. Det tror jeg de er. De er meget bevidste 
I: Hvordan vil i mene at de opstår? Opstår de i vuggestuen, opstår de i børnehaven, opstår de i en 
social sammenhæng eller er det en indre sammenhæng der lige pludselig kommer til udtryk i 
barnet? 
R: Det er nok meget en blanding...  
K: Også opdragelse ikk... 
R: Jo... 
K: Det er også meget hvordan mor og far de opdrager, altså får du en fin... Altså fordi hun er pige så 
skal hun have fin kjole på og have halskæder på hver dag, altså ligesom XX der kommer med 
halskæder og er virkelig piget 
I: Så der er en vis social praksis der gør sig gældende for at de her forskelle opstår? K & I: Ja 
K: Og så tror jeg også det bare er over det hele i samfundet, i medierne om pigetøj og drengetøj  
lyserødt og lyseblåt. 
R: Og så tror jeg altså også der er nogen ting der er helt naturligt indkorporeret i køn, altså noget du 
er født med, noget du ikke kan ændre, eller ændre på. 
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I: På et ubevidst plan eller på et fysiologisk 
R: Ja! 
I: Jeg mener er det psykologisk eller biologisk plan  
K: Jeg tror det er det biologiske 
I: Der er en forskel? 
K: Ja det tror jeg at der er  
R: Ja 
K: Fordi det kan du jo, altså nu arbejder vi jo med børnehavebørn. Hvis du går ned og kigger i 
vuggestuen som, der har de ikke dukker og biler og sådan noget, der har de sådan rimeligt, hvad kan 
man sige, kønsneutralt legetøj, men der er stadig en anden tilgang til hvordan de leger med det. 
I: Så der er en forskel i at en dreng tager en dukke op end en pige? 
R: Ja det er der. Og det er vildt at se hvordan pigen måske tager den mere naturligt og holder om 
den (Rikke gestikulerer her og tager ‘dukken’ i sin favn) og passer på dukken, hvor en dreng, tager 
den i benet... Det er ikke at det er alle der gør det, men man kan bare opleve de forskelle dernede 
synes jeg selv om de er så små. 
I: Der er måske en gentagelse af det samme eksempel eller hvordan? 
R & K: Ja 
R: Og der kan man sige, der er de jo ikke bevidste om i vuggestuen om hvorvidt de er drenge eller 
piger. Det kan godt være de er bevidste om det, men de kan ikke sætte ord på det på samme måde 
K: Det er faktisk der i totre års alderen at de begynder at være bevidste omkring køn og sådan 
noget. 
I: Hvilken betydning tillægger i et koncept som køn i forhold til jeres personlige pædagogiske 
praksis. Når i arbejder med børn og interagerer med børnene; hvilken betydning tillægger i barnets 
køn i det magtforhold mellem jer som pædagoger og barnet. For i har talt om det her med at 
kommer til at sidde stille med pigerne, eller finder det grænseoverskridende at gå i kælderen med 
drenge, at i aktivt skal gøre en indsats for at gøre de her ting. Så hvilken betydning vil i mene 
kønnet har jeres pædagogiske praksis, altså udførslen af jeres arbejde? 
R: Altså jeg ville jo gerne sige det ingen betydning havde, men det har det jo... 
K: Ja det har jo nok en betydning, ja 
R: Ja. Det er jo mit køn der har en betydning for den pædagogik jeg udfører. 
K: Men jeg synes jo også at hvis vi har haft studerende som er mænd så er det ligesom om at for 
eksempel drenge de går til mændene på en anden måde end de går til kvinderne 
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I: Så der er en anden interaktion mellem dem? K og R: Ja  
K: Ja det synes jeg  
I: Kan du prøve at eksemplarisere det? 
K: Jeg tror det er en form for nysgerrighed, måske er det også fordi vi er så mange kvinder hernede, 
så når der kommer en mand, så synes de det er spændende. Og så har vi haft en praktikant som så 
har  
haft noget fast hernede, sådan en en ung fyr på en 15 år, som har været her nogen eftermiddage. Og 
lige når han træder ind af døren, så er de bare helt kulret og det er så mange af børnene ikk.. men 
drengene de suger ham til sig og “ åååårh nu kommer Jakob” 
R: Nu skal vi lege fangeleg! 
K: Ja.. nu er der bare gang i den. 
I: Så der er en direkte forventning om anden interaktion når han træder ind i pædagogiske rum? 
R: Ja 
K: Ja det er der 
R: Jeg tror børnene er meget bevidste om hvem der gør hvad med dem. De er også bevidste om 
hvem af os der er gode til nogen forskellige ting hernede. Hvem er det jeg plejer at lave det og det 
med 
I: Betragter i børnene i den forstand derfor som kønsbevidste altså at de er bevidste omkring hvor 
de går hen af også i forhold til dem selv, i forhold til den interaktion de gerne vil have 
K: Jaa... Det kan meget vel være  
R: Jeg ved ikke om de bevidst. tænker nu tager jeg en dukke fordi jeg er en pige.... K: (afbryder) 
Nej, men i forhold til de voksne...  
R: Ja i forhold til de voksne....  
K: Det ved jeg faktisk ikke... Nu har vi jo ikke nogen mænd.  
(Kort pause) 
I: Nej okay. I har et værdigrundlag og så har i jo pejlemærkerne fra Københavns Kommune. I 
forhold til jeres værdigrundlag, Det har vi jo analyseret på også. Der er jo ikke nogen benævnelse af 
køn direkte eller den debat der er. Hvad der istedet er, i har jo valgt i 2013 at arbejde med 
fællesskab og inklusion, og i jeres værdigrundlag, der er der den her meget stærke betonelse på den 
frie sociale praksis  er det et bevidst valg at i ikke har indskrevet køn og ligestilling i 
værdigrundlaget, eller er det fordi i tackler det anderledes gennem andet i har skrevet ind 
K: Jeg tror ikke at vi har tænkt over det på den måde at vi skulle fokusere på køn som sådan. Jeg 
tror bare at fokuset for os hernede har været inklusion generelt. At alle børn skal inkluderes  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R: Og så er det ikke kønnet der...  
K: Nej det er slet ikke kønnet der er i fokus der. Det ligger der jo bare som sådan en del af det hele... 
R: (afbryder) Jeg tror også det er fordi vi ikke oplever så store.. nej det er jo også dumt man først 
gør, alså man skal jo ikke først gøre noget ved det fordi det er et problem, men altså børnene 
snakker om 
du er en dreng, jeg er en pige, men de fungerer alligevel sammen så det er ikke fordi de forskelle de 
går ind og bliver et problem mellem dem. 
K: Nej nej, men de er meget klare over at de er en dreng eller en pige helt ned i fire års alderen, 
altså for eksempel en dag vi sad og spiste så var der en af drengene der sidder og peger rundt og 
siger (gestikulerer pegende) “ du er en dreng, du er en pige, du er en dreng, du er en pige) og så 
driller han  han er en drillepind  han peger på den der er en dreng og siger “ du er en pige “ og en 
pige “ du er en dreng “. Og så bliver de altså sure og siger “ Ej jeg er ikke en pige, jeg er en dreng “ 
så bliver de sådan meget.. det holder de meget fast på, og så bliver han ved og siger sådan “ Nej du 
er en pige “ og så kan de bryde helt sammen fordi at “ jeg er jo ikke en pige, jeg er jo en dreng, 
hvorfor bliver han så ved med sige det?! “. Så på den måde der ligger det jo meget dybt i, jeg er jo 
en dreng, der er ikke nogen der skal fortælle mig jeg er en pige! 
R: Men den er jo også svær fordi man dyrker meget vi skal være ens, eller lige, alle skal have de 
samme muligheder og så videre, men samtidig er det også bare vigtigt for børnene at have en 
følelse af hvem er jeg lidt mere ens med  det er faktisk rigtigt vigtigt for dem at vide hvem er en 
pige, hvem er en dreng. Det tror jeg... Alle mennesker har jo brug for at være en del af en gruppe 
eller brug for at være noget særligt, så derfor tror jeg også man skal... 
K: (afbryder) Ja men jeg tænker mere at selvfølgelig deres identitet skal jo være bygget op på at de 
ved hvad køn de er  det er jo klart. Og det er jo noget personligt udvikling og det er en måde de 
udvikler  
sig og bliver voksne og bliver et menneske og alt det der. Og så tænker jeg at det med inklusion og 
sådan noget og det der med kønnet, at det er jo noget man kan relatere til nogen aktiviteter eller den 
måde man leger på eller den måde man er sammen med andre på. Men så længe at det ikke er noget  
der bestemmende for kønnet, at det en grundsten, at man ved hvem man er og man ved hvem 
sidemanden er og sådan noget og så kan man tage nogen valg ud fra det... Vi voksne er her jo for at 
skabe de her tilbud til børnene i forhold til, til og fravalg, og der skal der jo være valg til uanset om 
man er dreng eller pige. 
R: Og det er det der er udfordringen nogen gange 
K: Ja det kan nogengange være udfordringen. 
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I: I taler også om i forhold til pejlemærkerne, at det er vigtigt i som pædagoger, som du også 
nævner: i laver tilbuddene. Og også at i ikke tager styringen totalt som i skriver. Lad os tage en 
hypotetisk situation hvor vi siger at den frie leg som så opstår deraf den danner en ekskluderende 
ramme i forhold til at fællesskaberne der bliver skabt er dreng her, og pige herovre  hvordan ville i 
betragte en sådan praksis, skal i så stadigvæk lade det spille ud af sig selv eller skal i rent derind og 
regulere på de fællesskaber der er opstået, hvis de opstår ekskluderende på baggrund af køn, men 
det behøver det jo ikke at være, lad os sige etnicitet, hvad i jo også har her mangefoldigt. 
R: Der skal vi gå ind  
K: Ja 
I: Er det der det kammer over?  
K: Ja hvis ikke de trives og ikke har det godt. Så skal vi være med til at hjælpe dem  
I: Så det vil sige selv ved en Frileg praksis er der en grænse hvor man siger den er nu destruktiv K 
& R: Ja. 
K: Vi havde faktisk sidste år en periode hvor pigerne inde ved os de skulle have kjole på når de kom  
og hvis de ikke havde kjole på så måtte de ikke være med i legen og det var en måde hvor de mødte 
hinanden på om morgenen; hvis man havde bukser på så skulle man altså ikke være med til at lege 
så det noget der virkelig tog om sig hvor vi måtte have pigemøde og alt muligt. Og der snakker vi 
altså om børn helt ned fireårs alderen. 
I: Så der var en gruppe der blev dannet som så ekskluderede? 
R & K: Ja 
I: Gik i så ind og prøvede at bryde det op? 
K: Ja og snakkede med forældrene om hvordan de oplevede det derhjemme og om det var noget de 
havde bidt mærke i og sådan noget ting. 
I: Hvordan gik i ind i den dialog, handlede det om at bryde den eksisterende gruppe op eller 
handlede det om at forandre den gruppe til at inkludere alle der havde potentiale for at være med? 
K: Handlede om at forandre gruppen.  
I: Simpelthen at ændre den værdi der var inderst i gruppen? K: Ja  
I: Vi har et udsagn, er i bekendte med Jesper Olesen?  
K: Nej 
I: Han er uddannelsesteoretiker m.m fra Dansk Pædagogisk Universitet, og de lavede en afhandling 
der hedder Flere End To Slags Børn (2008) som handler om hvordan man kan differentiere 
kønsbegrebet og de har et meget interessant udgangspunkt som vi rigtig godt kunne tænke os at i 
kunne reflektere over, og det hedder: “Vi ser på, hvordan personalet i deres praksis bidrager til at 
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kategorisere og spejle børn på særlige måder, og hvordan disse spejlinger erkendt eller uerkendt 
begrundes i forestillinger om, hvad der fungerer mest hensigtsmæssigt i forbindelse med at løse de 
daglige arbejdsopgaver.” (Olesen et. al., 2008: 910). Og det handler om at man når man arbejder 
med børn, eller analyserer hvornår et barn er funktionelt, ligger dem ned i visse kasser, hvor i man 
enten erkender de er funktionelle eller dysfunktionelle. Er det noget i kan nikke genkende til? 
R: Ja 
K: Ja det kan jeg, jeg tror meget... 
R: (afbryder) Vi er gode til at styrke det børnene er gode til til, men vi mangler , altså nogen gange 
kan man glemme noget af det de kan have lidt svært ved og det skal man jo faktisk også arbejde 
med. Og der kan man sige, og det er ikke kun køn, det er ikke kun i forhold til kønnet.. Det er 
generelt 
K: Ja 
I: Men ud fra et kønsperspektiv, ville det så være at man siger “ hun er en pige “ i forhold til det i 
måske ubevidst har tilkendt hende, så er hun funktionel. 
K: Nej det ville jeg ikke sige  
R: Nej sådan tænker jeg det ikke. Altså Jeg har den ubevidst... K: (afbryder) Hvordan?? 
R: For eksempel med sådan noget som omsorg.. jeg har en... Jeg har desværre lidt en forventning 
om at pigerne går og trøster af sig selv og drengene dem skal jeg opfordre til det.  
Det synes jeg ihvertfald tit... “ den og den har slået sig, hvad med at hjælpe ham op!?” Hvor 
pigerne måske mere gør det af sig selv. 
K: Jeg synes de er lige slemme til ikke at gøre noget 
I: Er i bekendte med de to børnehaver der hedder Egalia og Triton? 
K & R: Nej 
I: Egalia, det er en fuldstændig kønsneutral pædagogisk institution og førskole i Stockholm, hvor 
man bevidst italesætter børnene som venner eller ved deres navn, der er ikke noget der hedder han 
eller hun 
K & R: Nååå ja!  
K: Er der ikke også det i København? 
I: Nej vi har det der hedder normkritiske og kønskritiske, men en kønsneutral er endnu ikke opstået,  
der er en vis politisk modstand imod projektet stadig. Men hvor man ikke italesætter hverken 
maskuline eller feminine værdier, børnene er venner og man gør det på baggrund af at man så er 
paletten fuldstændig åben. Triton er en børnehave i Horsens som er en del af fire børnehaver der 
ligger sammen. Den er arkitektonisk designet på en måde hvor børnene altid er adskilt i køn dvs 
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drengene de har deres egen indgang ind til deres lokaler, pigerne har deres egen indgang til deres 
lokaler, de er altid adskilt som udgangspunkt 
R: Hold nu op..  
K: Det er ligesom i gamle dage jo 
I: På mange måder ja, altså der er både et pigeteam af pædagoger og der er et drengeteam af 
pædagoger. Og det de går ind.. Det er nemlig i forbindelse til du (Rikke) sagde her før med at du har 
en, du siger så desværre, en forestilling om at pigerne højst sandsynlig, eller mere sandsynlig vil gå 
hen og trøste. Hvor de argumenterer for hvis pigerne ikke er til stede, så skal drengene selv adoptere 
de holdninger og de følelsesmæssige principper som pigerne repræsenterer, for eksempel det at, 
hvis en lille dreng falder så er der en af de større drenge der skal gå og trøste ham. Ville du være 
enig i at det er plausibelt at det rent faktisk kan foregå, her i forhold til det du talte med at du tror at 
pigerne er bedre til det? Hvad begrunder du det i når du siger det? 
R: Jeg tror det er den ubevidste, det er den der forskel vi er født med.. 
K: Det der biologiske 
R: Ja! Det virker ubevidst. Jeg tror der er.... At der er noget andet omsorg i nogen af pigerne 
K: Det kan også være jeg bare ikke har lagt mærke til det og du har lagt mærke til det 
R: Ja 
I: Så det foregår simpelthen i en ubevidst form for dig, at du ser dem anderledes på det punkt 
R: Ja 
K: (Henvendt til Rikke) Eller også så har vi bare nogen drenge som har den der... Drengene kan jo 
også godt have det der 
R: ja ja ja 
K: Altså... 
R: Man kan sige omsorg er også bare en.... 
K: Men hvad er så det, hvad er omsorg? Er det omsorg at man går hen og hjælper en op eller er det 
også omsorg at man hjælper en med at gå ud og vaske hænder? 
R: Ja... 
K: Er det også omsorg at tage et spil ned til en inde på stuen fordi at drengen ved han er højere end 
pigen? 
R: Ja..  
K: Hvad er så omsorg? 
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I: Det er jo så det der måske er lidt sværere at præcisere. I Egalia og Triton der laver man jo en aktiv 
påvirkelse, man tager jo udgangspunkt i kønnet før man tager udgangspunkt i for eksempel den frie 
leg. Der er visse principper der skal være gældende før den pædagogiske praksis kan fungere. Altså 
fællesskab og lighed bliver skabt imellem de her forskellige kønslige praksisser. Hvad er jeres 
holdning til sådan en aktiv påvirkelse, i forhold til jeres værdigrundlag der går jeres pejlemærker, at 
i skal koble tilbage for at den frie leg kan eksistere. Hvad er jeres holdning så i forhold sådan en 
praksis her hvor man forsøger at skabe den frie leg, hvor alle er sammen men på baggrund af en 
overtagelse af den frie legs praksis. 
K: Hvor kønnet ikke er indeover eller? 
I: Ja altså i jeres sammenhæng har i jo ikke kønnet med ind på den måde men i de her praksisser der  
har vi jo kønnet som repræsentant for hvordan den frie leg overhovedet skal eksistere; i Egalia har 
vi den helt kønsneutrale hvor alle børnene skal betragte hinanden som venner og som værende ens, 
hvor vi i den anden (Triton) har at de bliver behandlet forskelligt, som de siger, men for lige netop 
at kunne behandle dem ens bagefter, fordi deres forskelligheder gør at de ikke kan fungere sammen 
K: Jeg tænker bare at jeg har det sådan lidt svært med at man skal gøre det. Sådan ekstremt, både på 
den ene eller på den anden måde, at man ligesom udelukker noget for at fokusere på noget andet, 
hvor jeg er nok mere til at man.... øøh... at den voksne ikke ligesom skal gå ind og.... jeg føler sådan 
lidt det er sådan bestemmende overfor de her børn, ikke fordi at jeg tænker det er sådan lidt vildt 
ord at bruge, men overgreb, ikk? 
R: Ja 
K: Men jeg tænker faktisk at de her børn har jo ikke selv valgt at være i en institution hvor man ikke 
må sige man er en dreng. Altså hvor jeg tænker, jamen hvorfor hvis det barn har lyst til at sige jeg er 
en dreng, hvorfor må man så ikke sige man er en dreng, hvorfor er der nogen der skal bestemme 
hvordan at man skal dele sig op, eller.... Det har jeg svært ved at forstå. 
I: Så du vil mene det er en form for berøvelse af måske et vidensspekter for barnet at de ikke kan få 
at vide hvad de er? 
K: Ja det synes jeg egentlig et eller andet sted R: Ja fordi det er så stor en del af ens identitiet 
K: Ja hvorfor er der nogen der skal bestemme, hvorfor kan man ikke bare vokse op og udvikle sig i 
sin egen udvikling.. altså... 
R: (afbryder) Ja og det er igen den der balance, som jeg snakkede om allerførst, det der med at finde 
balancen mellem at vi er forskellige men vi kan de samme ting. Og kan vi egentlig.. Men kan vi 
egentlig også de samme ting?? Ej det er rigtig svært..  
K: Nogen børn, ja det ved jeg ikke... Jeg har svært ved det der, når det sådan bliver bestemt for dem 
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R: Ja. Man kan sige vi gør jo også, man kan sige når for eksempel skal på ture eller et eller andet så 
kigger vi jo også på hvem ville have godt af at være sammen på den her tur af børnene, hvem ville 
kunne lære noget hinanden eller hvem har måske brug for at se nogen andre sider af hinanden. Og 
der kigger vi mere på det end vi kigger... 
K: (afbryder) på køn  
R: På køn og på hvad er det vi.. altså... (pause)  
I: Så det er en meget homogen gruppe og så ser i på hvad er der så af forskelligheder her? K: Ja  
R: Så det ikke bliver pigeture eller drengeture 
I: Nu har i talt om den her berøvelse i forhold til dreng og pige, hvad vil i mene om det modsatte 
spektre, her Triton for eksempel, hvor de er aktivt adskilte fra hinanden  der skal så lige knyttes en 
fodnote dertil der hedder at Triton til at starte med havde dem fuldstændig adskilt men da man så 
erfarede at de aktivt ikke længere rent faktisk ville have noget med hinanden at gøre så 
konstruerede man nogen fællesrum istedet for hvor børnene de kan mødes 
K: Jamen jeg synes bare at det er unaturligt I: Der er en unaturlig praksis?  
R: Ja.  
K: Ja det synes jeg, det er unaturligt 
R: Men det jeg tænker der, måske hvis jeg skulle kigge på sådan en institution, så kunne jeg 
forestille mig at der rent indretningsmæssigt er nogen forskelle dvs, der vil være... Og det lige netop 
det man ku’ gøre brug af i sådan nogen institutioner her. At der, jeg tænker den der drengedel, der er 
der garanteret sådan nogen hopperum og alt, hvor der er plads til at være fysisk og i pigeafdelingen 
der er det sådan noget mere stillesiddende. Det er jo nok noget af det man mangler i institutioner 
tænker jeg, pladsen til at være... 
K: (afbryder) Tilbuddet skal jo også være der til pigerne.... 
R: (afbryder) Lige præcis 
K: Det er det jeg synes der er forkert. 
I: Så den her aktive, i vil måske mene der er en aktiv berøvelse af en del af det her frie legs spekter 
for begge køn eller hvordan, fordi man lige netop går... 
R: (afbryder) Man går ihvertfald meget ind i hvad de forskellige køn har lyst til at lave, tænker jeg, 
ved at dele det sådan op. 
K: Ja 
R: Men jeg tænker også der bliver skabt plads nogen flere forskellige aktiviteter 
K: Ja det kan godt være. Tænker bare at det noget unaturligt for de her børn. Hvor at, det kan jo 
godt være det er en pige som elsker at være aktiv og som også går til fodbold eller hvad ved jeg i 
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sin fritid og så når man kommer i børnehaven så er der slet ikke nogen drenge og så skal man sidde 
og lave pigeting hele dagen lang fordi man er en pige. 
R: Men det er sjovt vi siger... vi kalder det også for pigeting K: Ja det gør man jo.  
I: Ja der er måske en ubevidst tanke om det?  
R: Ja det er der så meget 
I: Man kan jo sige Egalia og Triton de tilhører hver sin ende af spektret, men de har jo begge to 
elimineret den her kønsudtalelse af børnene, fordi i Egalia, der er den elimineret fuldstændig, der er 
ikke noget der hedder køn eller kønnene. Og i den modsatte, der har man jo sørget for at holde dem 
adskilt sådan så der ikke nødvendigvis er behov for at italesætte drenge eller italesætter piger , det 
er nærmest per automatik jo. Men i jeres praksis, når i for eksempel oplever drengene er blevet lidt 
vilde eller pigerne vil sidde stille vil sidde stille, vil i mene at i kommer til at sige “ Er der nogen 
drenge der har lyst til “ “ Er der nogen piger der vil med ud i køkkenet “ ? 
K: Nej det bruger jeg aldrig 
R: Nej 
I: Hvad bruger i, i stedet? 
K: Navne 
R: Ja, “ eller er der nogen børn?” 
K: “ Er der nogen der har lyst til “ 
I: Har i overvejet hvorfor i gør det eller er det bare sådan i... hvorfor i bruger det sprog, hvorfor i 
ikke siger drenge eller piger? Er det en bevidst eller ubevidst handling? 
K: For mig er det ubevidst  
R: Vi har heller ikke noget hvor vi siger “ nu laver vi drengetur “ eller “ nu laver drengehygge” 
eller “ pigehygge”  
I: Hvad med for eksempel den kælder i har talt om tidligere med de lidt mere vilde ting man kunne 
lave dernede? 
K: Det er også blandet 
R: Ja. Men det er fordi vi igen kigger på hvem kunne have brug for at komme ned. 
I: Så det er stadig inklusion og fællesskab der danner præcedens for hvordan i gør det? 
K: Ja det er det 
R: Ja.. Vi siger det ikke 
K: Men det ligger nok stadig... 
R: (afbryder) Det ligger ubevidst både i de ting vi tilbyder. Men også, ihvertfald den måde jeg 
tænker om nogen af børnene, de forventninger jeg har til dem 
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K: Jeg tænker nok mere alder end jeg tænker køn, i forhold til aktiviteter 
I: Så du bruger det som en substitut? I stedet for at bruge køn så bruger du simpelthen alderen til at 
sige.. 
K: (afbryder) Hvor langt de er i udviklingen... ja... til at være i en aktivitet. 
I: Vi har talt meget om de her bevidste og ubevidste handlinger i føler i gør. Og i har begge en vis 
modstand, kan man sige imod bevidst at gå ind og adskille børnene eller bevidst ikke italesætte 
kønnene osv.. 
K & R: Ja 
I: Men hvad er jeres holdning i forhold til de her ubevidste reflektioner i er kommet frem til i 
forhold til jeres pædagogiske praksis  er det nogen som i, når i går herfra tænker, at det er 
ukonstruktivt eller er det blot sådan man nu engang er, er det nogen man kan komme til livs og bør 
man komme det til livs? 
R: Ja... 
K: Altså jeg synes at hvis man er meget sådan.. ja det ved jeg ikke... jeg tænker hvis det er en 
gruppe, der er harmonisk og.. altså... men det er jo også fordi jeg ikke har tænkt på det som.. altså 
tænkt over det som sådan med køn helt hernede, men jeg tænker at hvis man er et sted, hvis jeg nu 
startede et sted hvor at de var meget sådan med kønnet og nu laver vi perler og det er kun pigerne 
der må være med eller.. så ville jeg nok gå ind og stille nogen spørgsmålstegn ved det men, det er 
aldrig noget der har.. noget jeg sådan har tænkt over når jeg gik hjem. 
I: Jeg tænkte mere spørgsmålet i forhold til de reflektioner i har kommet med her omkring de her 
ubevidste tanker om for eksempel at pigerne er bedre til at trøste osv., vil du mene at det er en 
ukonstruktiv ubevidst handling du laver eller vil du mene den blot er harmløs på en eller anden 
måde? Har den nogen påvirkelse af den pædagogiske praksis du udfører? 
R: Altså... Altså når jeg... Et eksempel på det hvis der er en eller anden der skal hente noget hvis jeg 
spørge en af børnene om de ikke vil hente noget et stykke papir til mig. Så i stedet for at tage sådan 
en naturlig ting at jeg spørger pigerne for de hjælper altid, så spørger jeg bare den der er nærmest 
I: ja 
R: det er faktisk noget jeg... 
K: (afbryder) Har du tænkt over det? R: Ja! det har jeg  
K: nå okay  
I: så det er en bevidst handling 
R: Ja for hvorfor er det  
K: så du har bedt en pige om at hente før? 
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R: Ja fordi jeg spørger jo fordi jeg gerne vil have at de skal gøre det. Så jeg har jo egentlig brug for 
at de siger nej vel. Så jeg tænker at hvis jeg så spørger en pige så siger den pågældende pige nok ja. 
K:Er det rigtigt?  
R: ja 
K: ej hvor sjovt 
R: Ja Og det er jo ikke alle piger. Man finder hurtigt ud af hvem der rigtig gerne vil hjælpe. I: Men 
Så du har en udgangspunkt der hedder at pigerne mere sandsynligt vil hjælpe dig? R: Ja 
K: ej så tænker du mere over det en jeg gør  
R: og det er nemlig sådan nogle ting, jeg tror der er mange af i løbet af i løbet af dagen K: Ja, det er 
da lidt interessant  
I: Hvor længe har i været i pædagogisk praksis? 
K: Jeg har været her altid. Hehe. Ej jeg har arbejdet med børn siden jeg var 19. Så har jeg altid 
arbejdet med børn. Ej jeg blev uddannet i 2006. Jeg har været her, altså ikke HER jeg har arbejdet 
med børn siden 1999. ja 
R: Ja jeg blev uddannet i februar 2012 så jeg er svimlende ny! 
I: Vil i mene det at, nu er det lidt redundant i dit tilfælde (til Rikke), men vil du (til Karina) mene at 
der er forskel på den måde man italesætter køn på i den pædagogiske praksis i forhold til dengang 
du startede? 
K: nej jeg synes faktisk at dengang jeg var yngre, og nu lyder det bare som om jeg er ældgammel. 
Men dengang jeg var yngre der synes jeg faktisk at (pause) jeg tænke mere over det. Fordi jeg kan 
huske da jeg var medhjælper at der tog jeg neglelak med til pigerne, men det gjorde vi faktisk også 
hernede (henfører til en anden stue i børnehaven) der fik drengene også neglelak på. Og det var 
også Emil (studerende) der havde taget det med. Ej men der kan jeg også huske at der var jeg nok 
mere da man var ung og går mere op i de der piger der og ordner deres hår og sådan nogle pusse 
nusse ting som drengene jo ikke fik på samme måde for drengene skal jo ikke have ordnet hår. Så 
det er ikke så tit at drenge sidder så samme måde. 
R: Hvilket jo faktisk er synd for drengene. 
K: hvilket man så også det kan man også diskutere i forhold til at pigerne får mere at sidde på 
skødet og når man laver hår og sådan noget. Der tror jeg at jeg er mere begyndt, nej det er ikke 
noget jeg har tænkt over, det er bare nu hvor snakker om det, at jeg nok tænker mere på alder. 
I: Ok så du har en andet pejlemærke simpelthen. 
K: ja det tror jeg faktisk. Altså hvis jeg nu sidder med en gruppe børn og spiser skal den der har 
spildt jo tørre op, men hvis der er en der skal hjælpe mig så spørger jeg da den ældste. 
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K: ja som regel, for de vil jo rigtig gerne hjælpe for de vil jo rigtig gerne hjælpe og de får jo også 
noget ud af at hjælpe, i forhold til de små de karter bare rundt og går den anden vej. Eller et eller 
andet, hvor det bare ender i kaos alligevel. 
I: Hvor  vi har været lidt inde på det, hvor kommer i selv fra i forhold til jeres til de teoretiske 
overvejelser de biologiske eller de social konstruktivistiske ideer om de social praksiser som er 
definerende for selvforståelse? Er det overhovedet noget i overvejer når i jeres hverdag? 
K: Altså hvor vi selv kommer fra? 
I: Ja, hvad er jeres holdning til det er det biologiske, i har talt om at der er visse biologiske forskelle, 
er de forud for de sociale praksisser eller er de sociale praksisser dem der italesætter de biologiske 
forskelle, det er mere om hvad der kommer først. 
K: Jeg tror det er en blanding, Kan man sige hvad der kommer først? 
I: Det er jo så det der 
R: Kommer det ene før det andet? Det er jo mere 
K: Hvad? 
R: det ene påvirker det andet. 
K: Så kan det være at det ene påvirker mere end det andet men det kommer jo an på hvor man er 
henne eller hvordan man er opdraget eller hvad for en institution man er i 
R: i nogle institutioner vil man, hvis man dyrker de der biologiske forhold, de biologiske forskelle 
hvis det er det man kalder dem. Hvis man dyrker dem meget. 
K: Så er det jo det der er 
R: Så skaber man en situation, og hvor man ikke. Altså her hvis der er nogle der er nogle der er 
nogle der siger du må ikke stå der du er en dreng, så siger man jo vi må stå her fordi vi alle sammen 
er venner. Det er jo det vi siger. Det er jo ikke noget vi dyrker særlig meget, så derfor tænker jeg 
heller ikke, vi skaber et meget kønsopdelt, men nogle meget opdelte børn, men vi fortæller dem 
stadig at der er en forskel på dem. 
K: Ja 
R: Når vi..  
K: (Afbryder) Men hvis det så er den institution hvor de siger at de er opdelt for eksempel, så er de 
vel. Hvad var det du sagde med det sociale? 
I: Altså du har jo det social konstruktivistiske som egalia er med kønsneutrale hvor italesættelsen er 
en aktiv påvirkelse af kønnet 
I: Så kønnet er konstrueret igennem sociale praksisser  
I: Kønnet er historisk konstrueret på en måde, vi har selv italesat det på en måde. 
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K: Men det bliver det jo. Når det er sådan at de er sådan et sted ikke? Men det er jo fordi at der er 
nogle der bestemmer det på en eller anden måde, hvis nu børnene ikke var sådan et sted ville de jo 
ikke opleve det, så ville det jo bare være en naturlig del, tænker jeg 
I: Så du synes ligeså meget mere at det kommer an på konteksten af hvordan de bliver behandlet, 
frem for et udgangspunkt af hvordan barnet egentlig er? 
K: ja det tror jeg faktisk, og så ligger der noget biologisk, men så tror jeg faktisk at det ydre 
påvirker rigtig meget. 
I: Vi har taget lidt citater med fra de forskellige lejre her,de grundlag der lægger og de forskellige 
måder. Og jeg ikke om i vil prøve og læse dem eller også så kan jeg læse dem op for jer? (rækker 
dem iPad)K [De læser citat af Dorthe Staunæs]  
“Kunsten er at lave en kønssensitiv pædagogik, uden at det bliver retropædagogik, hvor man 
tænker i pigepædagogik og drengepædagogik, som man fandt på i 60’erne og 70’erne. Hvis det 
bliver til en retropædagogik, hvor vi kun tænker, at rigtige drenge er på én bestemt måde, og rigtige 
piger er på en anden, så ødelægger det muligheden for, at man kan være et køn på mange 
forskellige måder. “ 
R: Men øh der går man jo også ind og kigger på at selvom vi er drenge så er vi forskellige og 
selvom vi er piger så er vi forskellige. Man kan være pige på mange måder. Der går man jo mere 
ind og kigger på den enkelte også her. 
I: Er det noget i aktivt dyrker? K: den enkelte eller hvad? 
I: Altså en uudtalt kønspædagogik på en eller anden måde eller måske i jeres tilfælde, hvor i 
differentiere begrebet; hvad er en en dreng, eller om det måske er mange forskellige ting, det 
kommer måske først i anden række om det ikke mere er inklusionen af dem alle sammen. 
K: Altså jeg synes måske mere vi kigger på barnet  
R: Og hvad har det enkelte barn behov for at blive styrket i  
K: Og trives og udvikling, hvor de er udviklingsmæssigt.  
R: hvad er barnet dygtig til hvor er der et eller andet der kan være svært, der skal arbejdes videre 
med. 
K: der tænker jeg nok, der tænker jeg ikke på om det er en dreng og han leger ikke slåsleg og det 
skal han lære fordi han er en dreng 
R: Til gengæld har jeg haft det sådan at hvis vi har et par drenge som ikke har lyst til de der vilde 
slås lege, og det er sådan at det skal de have lov til, men hvor er det rart at der er en anden der heller 
ikke har lyst til det! For så kan de jo, for så har de jo fundet hinanden. Så er det med nogle 
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dinosaurer eller whatever så har de fundet hinanden omkring det. Men der er det mere vigtigheden 
af at de har nogle de kan lege sammen med så det er ikke så meget hvad de leger. 
K: Men det er jo også fordi vi har vores de der seks temaer, hvor vi skal gå ind og kigge på hvor de 
er deres udvikling, ud fra dem laver vi vores profiler vi har en profil på hvert barn, hvor er de f.eks. 
fin motorisk ikk’, hvor at selvom det er en dreng så skal han altså kunne klippe, skrive sit navn, 
men han skal i hvert fald kunne noget finmotorisk inden han stopper i børnehaven, så kan man gå 
ind og se: Nå men så er det det fokus vi har på det barn at han i hvert fald skal være med til sådan 
noget når de sidder og laver perler. 
I: Så det er jeres måde at styrke udviklingen på mange måder, igennem de pejlemærker? K: Ja 
R: Det er jo igen også fordi at det kan godt være at børnene er forskellige men de skal alligevel 
ende ud med det samme når de er færdige med at gå i børnehave. Der er samme krav til dem når de 
starter i folkeskolen osv ikk? 
K: Spændende noget 
I: Denne her den er lidt anderledes, det er Gideon Zlotnik som er en af de kendte kønsteoretikere 
omkring det her med biologiske forskelle. 
[De læser Zlotnik citat] 
“En pige XX. En dreng XY. Tankevækkende genetiske symboler  en piges genetiske køn er i overført 
forstand symmetrisk og afbalanceret, mens en drengs er skævt og ubalanceret. Men også i 
bogstavelig forstand drejer det sig om betydningsfulde genetiske kønsforskelle” 
I: Man kan jo Gideon zlotnik er en del af den her teoretiske retning hvor man italesætter drenge der 
bliver tabt på gulvet ligesom henrik jensen det faderløse samfund osv. Vil i mene at det er noget i 
kan nikke genkendende til i jeres inklusion praksis at der er en forskel på kønnene i forhold til den 
måde de indgår i det. 
K: Jeg tror simpelthen det er fordi at drengene de bliver set sådan i dag med ADHD og sådan nogle 
ting sådan at resourcerne... 
R (afbryder): og rammerne 
K: Og rammerne er simpelthen virkelig, virkelig dårlige, og jeg tror simpelthen ikke at det har 
noget at gøre med drengene fordi de er drenge såmænd bare at det er de omgivelser de er i. 
R: det er jo lige præcis det jeg tænker det er den måde, det er de rammer de skal ingå i børnene. Der 
er opbygget rigtig meget omkring at man skal kunne sidde stille og roligt og hygge sig i et hjørne og 
det skal du ogå i skolen der skal du også sidde stille og det altså. 
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K: Det er jo også derfor at man har gået ind sagt på skoler at børn har forskellige indlæringsforme, 
at børn lærer forskelligt; der er nogle børne der lærer ved at bevæge se og der er nogle børn der 
lærer ved at se og lærer ved at høre. 
I: Altså differentieringen af undervisningen? K: Ja 
R: og der er man kan sige forholdet og det er jeg snakkede om tidligere der synes jeg [...] Nej jeg vil 
generelt sige at institutionerne er meget der er det den måde de er indrettet på det er meget 
kønsbevidst det er rettet mod pigerne fordi det er jo er plads til de og det bliver måske rettet imod. 
K: Men det er også fordi at der er mange kvindelige pædagoger i børnehaver og vuggestuer 
I: Så der bliver overført nogen værdier faktisk fra de voksne til de arkitektoniske rammer eller 
hvordan og hvorledes. 
R: Ja. Det tror jeg  
K: Hmm (Positiv)... Det tror jeg faktisk  
R: vi har ikke meget rum her hvor børnene... (børn der larmer) kan larme. K: (Griner) Som de gør 
nu. 
R: Det her er vores gamle hopperum, indtil vi fik pålagt at lave et kreativt værksted hvor man skal 
sidde stille, og være kreativ. 
K: Der er kælderen.  
R: jamen der må børnene ikke gå ned selv. Her var der madrasser og puder og der kunne man lege. 
I: Vil i mene der er en hvis plausibilitet i at italesætte børnene på den her måde med at der 
simpelthen er forskelle som skal italesættes på en eller anden måde før man kan komme videre fra 
det skridt af? Måske sådan helt biologisk fundamentalt. 
K: ja I: Ok 
K: Også skal den italesættelse i de ting vi laver hernede. Vi skal huske at vi skal lave et tilbud der er 
for alle. 
K: Ja hm, det synes jeg også vi gør synes du ikke det? 
R: Den er svær. 
I: Hvordan er den svær? 
R: Jeg tror det er fordi, det ved jeg ikke?... Jeg kunne være bedre til at være vilde med drenge og 
også med pigerne hoppe rundt og gøre nogle mærkelige ting. 
K: ja 
I: Men din tilgang til det vil være at du har behov for at forandre dig i forhold til drenge eller f.eks 
hvordan? 
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R: Ja. At turde og gå ind og være lidt mere med! I stedet for bare at være altså, være på sidelinien. 
Være med til at slås i stedet for altså... Være med til at lege fangeleg. 
I: Henrik Jensen er i samme båd som Gideon Zlotnik i også den her italesættelse af taberdrenge og 
så videre. Den forbindelse den kontekst der er til det her er at. Jeg ved ikke om i så udsendelsen på 
dr hvor Lovise Haj brade hun fik lov til at lave den her kønsneutrale 
R (afbryder): Jo den så jeg 
I: Den så du!? Det citat er fra.  
R: (afbryder) med phillip der ikke fik måldt sin diabetes var det ikke den?  
I: Eeeh det kan jeg ikke huske  
R: Haha nej Ok der var bare en meget en meget special scene! 
I: Der var jo den her debat imellem Henrik Jensen og Lovise Haj Brade bagefter om at man ikke 
skal lave den her kønsneutralitet.  
[Imens læser de citat af Henrik Jensen]  
“Jeg kan slet ikke se meningen med det. Det er at pille ved noget meget grundlæggende. Det er 
noget af det mest fundamentale i menneskeheden, at der er to køn og at vi agerer forskelligt. Jeg 
synes det er håbløst at begynde at pille ved det.” 
K: Altså det er jeg enig med ham i. Altså på den måde at, hvis man skal til at pille så meget med det 
det er jo meningsløst man kan jo ikke gå ind og.. (Pause) 
I: Vil du sige det tager magten fra f.eks de pejler mærker i har her inklusion og fælleskab f.eks. den 
frie leg hvis du skulle påvirke på den måde? 
K: Ja det synes jeg 
I: Kan du forestille dig en anden måde man kunne gøre det på hvis det var det man var inklineret til 
at gøre til at skabe det her kønsneutrale hvilken vej skulle man så gå hvis man vil sørge for at man 
vil italesætte det på den måde? 
K: At man ikke skulle fokusere på drenge og piger eller? 
I: Ja f.eks. hvordan ville man ellers kunne gøre det i forhold til jeres pejlemærker hvordan vil i gøre 
det her? 
K: Jamen jeg synes jo ikke sådan egentlig at vi bruger det så meget at de er adskilt i drenge og piger 
på den måde. Det er nok mere dig (Til Rikke) Det ved jeg ikke. 
R: Det ved jeg ikke. De ved jeg simpelthen ikke. I: Det er fair nok, det er det. 
23 
K: Men du gør jo allerede noget nu, for du har jo tænkt over det (til Rikke) 
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R: Ja men lige nu sidder jeg også og tænker hvorfor er det når jeg nu tit når der er nogle børn der 
ikke ved hvad de skal lave, så tilbyder jeg vil i lege med det eller det. Og så ligesom så har i en 
mulighed ogs å er det de ting de kan gøre. Og så siger jeg hvis det er drenge så er det tit vil du lege 
med biler eller vil du lege med dyr? 
I: Så ændre mulighederne simpelthen?  
R & K: Så kunne det godt være jeg skulle til at sige ”Vil du lege med dukker eller vil du lege vil du 
lave perler?” 
R: Eller vil du lege med biler eller vil du lege med perler? 
K: Det kunne være lidt interessant at se om de valgte en af dem [referer til perler og biler] om de så 
sagde at de ville lege med biler. 
R: Ja 
K: Ikk’? Det kunne faktisk være ret sjovt 
R: Helt sikkert. For der er jo også snak nu om at man skal pakke alt legetøjet væk så man havde 
noget kønsneutralt legetøj. 
I: Ligesom f.eks. de der bogstaver du har fået derovre. (Referer til pakke med træbogstaver der 
netop er ankommet med pakkepost) 
R: Hmm. Men vi har jo et legekøkken derude og det er jo sindssyg meget læring i at stå derude og 
de servere og de har nogle dukker de passer og det er jo også drenge der (pause) 
I: Hvem bruger de faciliteter? R: Det er begge (pause)  
I: Det er begge køn 
R: Ja de treårige er det meget, men det er begge køn. Men det er pigerne der sådan putter dukkerne 
sørger for at de ikke får sol i øjnene og trækker gardiner for 
I: Er der forskellige roller i køkkenet? 
R: Altså det bliver meget klassisk mor og far 
K: Ja det bliver det hurtigt. Men de små de helt små de leger det jo ikke så meget 
R: De siger ikke så meget 
K: De er derinde leger at lave mad og sådan noget. 
I: Men ved en hvis alder er der en udtalt forskel eller hvordan? 
R & K: Ja 
K: Ja det er pigerne der er mor og storesøster og drengene der er fædre og brødre og sådan. 
I: Handler det om en normativ forståelse af maskuline og feminine værdier på en eller anden måde 
er det noget børnene selv har lagt ind i det eller er det noget... 
K: (Afbryder) Jaja! 
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R: Ja det er igen det der ubevidste de ved jo godt. De tænker [henfører til mandlig interviewer] du 
er dreng så kan du lige så godt, det er naturligt. 
I: Men vil i sige at det er noget de selv konstruerer eller er det noget de reflekter overfra udefra fra 
jeres ageren eller fra deres forældres ageren? 
R: Der er jo en påvirking. Hvis vi går ind og har nogle tanker omkring piger og drenge altså også 
K (afbryder): Men faktisk så tror jeg ikke at de gider, en pige gider ikke være far, for det er en 
unaturlig ting, fordi hun er jo en pige. 
I: Hvad vil i sige i forhold til det hvis vi bryder det familiære forståelse op, f.eks. homoseksuelle 
forhold osv, hvad betyder det i forhold til den forståelse hvis man siger pigen ikke gider være far 
den her overtagelse af maskuline værdier er det en mulighed i forhold til det eller er det noget man 
skal aktivt ind og påvirke for at det overhovedet kan eksisterer? 
K: Det har jeg ikke tænkt over. 
I: Altså i egalia der har de jo den der italesættelse af børn er alle sammen ens altså den leg der 
opstår i forhold til kønsmæssige roller nærmest er umuliggjort fordi den eksisterer ikke i deres 
forsåtelse, så det er mere hvis vi siger i det her tilfælde hvor børnene så, i følge jer, skaber nogle 
roller  hvordan opstår de så? 
R:De bliver jo skabt ud fra en spejling af deres virkelighed 
K: Og deres mor og far ja og deres familiære erfaring 
R: Det er meget det. det de siger og gør det er jo en spejling af hvad de oplever. 
I: Så for dem er det en naturlig forestilling. 
R & K: Ja 
R: Ja det er det. Det er jo også tit vi snakker med børnene om hvem der smører madpakke og det er 
rigtig tit at det gør min mor ”Det er min mor der smøre min madpakke”. 
I: Hvad betyder maskuline og feminine værdier i den her sammenhæng kan i. Hvis i skulle sætte 
ord på dem i forhold til børnene hvad ville det så betyde? Altå f.eks. hvad betyder de feminine 
værdier, hvad betyder de maskuline værdier de er; er de forankret i børn, drenge går ud og leger 
vildt og pigerne sidder ingen for og leger perleplader er det et udtryk for maskuline og feminine 
værdier. Eller er det et udtryk for noget helt tredje? 
K: Det er det jo alt efter hvad de leger. Det er jo ligesom det der giver et udtryk ikk. Og så ligger der 
jo også det i det at der er jo nogle drenge der slår nogle gange og det gør pigerne ikke i ligeså høj 
grad når de er sure eller kede af det og på den måde ligger der jo også noget biologisk inden i. Der 
er jo ikke nogle af de voksne der går og slår. 
I: Men det er biologisk betonet? K: Ja det ved jeg ikke 
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I: Altså sådan noget som at piger går i lyserødt og drenge går i lyseblåt er det biologisk eller er det 
noget der hører til kultur. For hundrede år siden der var lyseblå jo en pige farve mens lyserød var en 
drengefarve. Drenge og pigeting? 
K: Det tror jeg jo også har noget at sige  farver 
R: Ja 
I: Er det kulturelt betonet eller er det biologisk betonet på en anden måde 
R & K: Ej det er kulturelt 
I: Det er kulturelt? 
R: Ja 
K: Det vil jeg også mene 
I: Så der er en vis påvirkning af definitioner af maskuline og feminine. 
R & K: Det er der. 
K: Det er der jo ude i butikkerne også det er jo alle steder ikke. 
I: Man kan jo tage. Jeg ved ikke om i har læst den her sag med toys'r'us, den legetøjs ting (Toys R’ 
Us lavede til julen 2013 et varekatalog hvor drengene legede med ‘pige’ legetøj og omvendt) 
K & R: (afbryder) Ja 
I: Hvad vil i mene er det en konstruktiv italesættelse eller vil børnene aldrig forstå hvad der bliver 
italesat her, skændes vi voksne på vegne af børnene uden de ander hvad der foregår eller lægger 
børnene aktiv mærke til at hov, det med drengen der pegede og sagde at du er en drenge og du er en 
pige. 
R: Jeg tror meget af det du siger med at vi skændes på børnenes vegne altså fordi jeg tror børnene er 
rimelig indforståede med at der er de her forskelle og dette er okay. Det vigtige er bare igen at vi 
skaber de samme muligheder 
I: Og det er der i går igennem inklusion og fællesskab, det er jeres måde at imødekomme sådan en 
kulturel diskussion? 
R: Ligesom det sidste citat (Henrik Jensen), så er jeg meget enig med ham i at der skal ikke være så 
stor. Jeg tror netop at hvis vi stiller for meget fokus på at sige ”Nå men der er ikke forskel på dreng 
og pige” så tror jeg måske at de der forskelle kommer mere frem. 
K: Når de bliver ældre 
R: Ja, fordi man ikke går så meget ind og kigger på den enkelte, men går ind sådan at ”vi skal have 
lyst til det samme”. 
K: Altså at det bliver sådan lidt rebel agtigt? 
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R: Ja og i stedet for at ej nu bliver det svært det her. Jeg tror godt det kan være et problem det her 
med for meget fokus på at der ikke skal være nogle forskelle. 
K: Ja 
R: Det vigtige er bare at man har de samme muligheder og at alle børnene bliver set. 
I: Vi kan lige knytte en kommentar til det; der er det her citat om køn i pædagogik som du faktisk 
lidt er inde på her. 
(Citat fra det bliver ved tanken)  
"Det er paradoksalt, at relativt mange synes, det er vigtigt at forholde sig til kønsroller, men når 
hverdagen skal organiseres, kommer idéen om at arbejde med køn i konflikt med den  
pædagogiske idé om fri leg og børnenes frie organisering,"  
Vil i mene at det også er gældende her at hvis i skulle italesætte køn som en specifik diskurs 
ligesom Egalia eller Triton gør ville det hæmme jeres arbejde med inklusion og fællesskab? 
R: Ja for så var det endnu et punkt man skulle arbejde på. Hvis du ( henvendt til Karina) tænker på 
de ture vi tager på så skal vi også overveje hvorfor og det gør vi jo på baggrund af inklusionstanke 
og hvis vi lige pludselig også skulle have en kønstanke så skulle man også kigge på ” men hvad er 
det rent faktisk vi skulle ud og lave” er det så en aktivitet der opfordrer mest til piger eller drenge 
K: Jeg synes måske bare at man måske kommer til og glemme mennesket, altså personen, barnet 
altså man kommer til at fokusere på nogle andre ting. 
I: Tænker du en gruppe i forhold til individ analyse på en måde? Man glemmer individet for at 
kigge på gruppen i stedet? 
K: Ja. Hvor at det er nogle andre ting der kommer i fokus i forhold til med køn ikk. At man måske 
taber nogle børn hen af vejen fordi man jo ikke kan se alt når man når man har fokus på noget 
særligt Så er der måske noget udvikling eller noget man ikke ser fordi fokuset er noget andet. 
R: Ja 
I: Vi er også ved at løbe lidt over tid. Vi har et sidste spørgsmål; en refleksion over hele den her 
samtale: vi vil derfor spørge jer det samme igen: Hvad betyder køn og ligestilling i pædagogik? 
Lige nu har vi snakket om alle de her ting. Hvad betyder køn og ligestilling? 
R: Køn det betyder rigtig meget i forhold til det vi ubevidst gør. Det gør det i hvert fald for mig. Jeg 
går ubevidst ind og har nogle forventninger omkring hvordan børnene agere ud fra deres køn. 
K: Altså jeg tænker jo ligestilling så tænker jeg jo at alle skal have de samme tilbud og alle skal 
have de samme, hvad kan man sige, måde og, at de kan udvikle sig altså i den naturlige process der 
sker. Så derfor så tænker jeg at ligestilling, hvordan var det nu jeg tænkte det? Selvfølgelig skal der 
være ligestilling på den måde at alle børn skal have det godt ikk. Men nej jeg kan ikke forklare det. 
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R: Vel også ligestilling hvis du siger at alle skal have dette så skal du også finde ud af hvad der er 
godt for den enkelte. 
K: men at have det godt skal ikke, med altså, kønnet. 
I: nej så det er en en anden kategori man skal imødekomme så også i forhold til det det eller 
hvordan? Kommer det at tage holdning til børnenes interesser eller hvad de selv synes de gerne vil, 
kommer individet før kønnet eller kommer kønnet før individet? 
K: Individet kommer før vil jeg mene. 
R: Ja, men du kan ikke tage kønnet ud af individet. 
K: Nej de skal jo vide hvad de er. 
R: Ja 
I: Så det er en uundgåelighed? 
R: Ja det synes jeg 
K: Ja 
R: Men det er fordi jeg synes alt andet ville være unaturligt. 
I: Så f.eks i Tyskland hvor man ikke længere behøver når man registrerer et barn behøver man ikke 
længere kalde det dreng eller pige der kan man også sige intetkøn så det er en unaturlig ting? 
K: Ja det synes jeg  
R: Ja det synes jeg det er fordi vi er  
K: Det virker mærkeligt  
I: Så i vil ikke mene der er en frigørelse der? Det er måske en unødvendig forvirring? K & R: Ja  
K: Ja det vil jeg mene  
I: Jamen så slutter vi her, tak skal i have.  
R: Ej det var svært.  
K: Ja 
R: Spændende men svært! 
!
!
!
!
!
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